
AGENDA 
Norwich Selectboard 

Participation: 
Remote Meeting Only 
ZOOM access information: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86293758694 
Meeting ID: 862 9375 8694 
US Toll-free: 877 853 5257 

Regular Session 6:30PM Wednesday June 8, 2022 

1. Convene Meeting (6:30PM)

2. Agenda Review (6:30 – 6:35PM)

3. Public Participation (6:35 –6:45PM)

4. Announcements, Town Manager’s Report (6:45 –6:55PM)

5. Consent Agenda (6:55 – 7:00PM)
a. Consider AP warrant
b. Approve minutes from May 25, 2022, Selectboard meeting
c. Correspondence

6. Follow-up on the Reciprocal License Agreement with SAU70

7. Committee Appointments
a. Advance Transit
b. Conservation Commission

8. Set Transfer Station Fees for FY23

9. Casella Agreement for waste hauling extension with addendum
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10. Selectboard Work Calendar
a. Physical Plant Needs Assessment Discussion
b. Digital Footprint Preliminary Discussion

11. Future Meetings

12. Adjournment
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TOWN OF NORWICH 

TO: Selectboard 
FROM: Rod Francis, Acting Town Manager 
RE: Town Manager Report 
DATE: June 3, 2022 

Staffing  
Covid has disrupted operations significantly in the past month. Seven staff have been ill and needed 
to quarantine. I have reinforced the message about the need for use of PPE and taking appropriate 
steps to minimize spread. More masks and rapid tests have been ordered.  

We have open searches for two equipment operators in DPW and a part-time office assistant. Our 
finance office assistant has given notice and we have begun the search for a staff accountant. I hope 
to advertise the position for a Planner this week or next. In the past two weeks Patrol Officer Berry 
and Chief Keeling submitted their resignations. This reduces the effective staffing in the Police 
Department to Patrol Officer Ingraham and Community Service Officer Root.  

The Norwich Police Department has not been fully staffed for several years. Currently there are sixty 
separate agencies advertising for law enforcement personnel on the Vermont Police Academy 
website, many with multiple open positions. Several towns are in a similar situation to Norwich. 
Community Service Officer Root cannot be promoted to Patrol Officer yet because the Vermont Police 
Academy is unable to schedule the two classes that he requires for graduation due to their own 
staffing shortages. 

I have been in communication with my peers in neighboring towns, Chief Jennifer Frank of Windsor 
Police Department and Lieutenant Hugh O’Donnell of the Vermont State Police, Royalton Barracks to 
discuss short- and medium-term planning including out-of-hours emergency coverage. With the 
assistance of county and state agencies Norwich residents will continue to have adequate public 
safety response.  

Computer Upgrades 
The third batch of new computers has arrived and are up and operating. Staff are acclimating to the 
latest software and selecting appropriate monitors and other peripherals to enhance the 
performance of the new computers. We are working to resolve an internet connectivity issue in the 
Fire Department as a final step in this phase. Upgrading to fiber-optic internet delivery for Tracy Hall 
is the last piece before work on the actual website commences. 

Moore Lane Bridge Release of Materials 
At the last meeting the selectboard authorized me to contract with Murray and Masterson 
Environmental Services to conduct testing on the materials under the bridge deck and in the stream. 
Samples were taken on Wednesday June 1. We expect results by the end of this week.  

In the meantime, DPW Director Chris Kaufman has met with a hazardous materials disposal 
company who ha provided a quote on removing the tarp from under the bridge and the possibility of 
cleaning the surface and painting the concrete bridge supports to reduce odor and encase the 
hazardous material.  
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Chris also gathered information about the bridge from former DPW staff. The bridge was constructed 
in 1989 using then current methods and practices, including coating the timber deck members in 
creosote to extend the life of the bridge deck. Chris had the existing structure examined by a 
representative of Miller Construction who confirmed how the bridge was constructed, that the deck 
was in excellent condition and that the rough estimate for deck replacement would likely be $1 
million. There have been discussions with experts regarding the design of the proposed containment 
system which presents serious challenges for operations and maintenance. Once we get the test 
results back, we will seek a meeting with the DEC Spill Program to determine the most effective 
solution. We also need to wait for the results before proceeding with the removal of the tarp. 
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DRAFT Minutes of the Selectboard Meeting of 
Wednesday, May 25, 2022, at 6:30 pm 

This meeting was conducted via teleconference using ZOOM according to Open Meeting Law 

requirements. Members present:  Roger Arnold, Chair; Mary Layton, Vice Chair; Claudette Brochu; 

Marcia Calloway; Robert Gere; Rod Francis, Town Manager; Miranda Bergmeier, Assistant to the 

Town Manager.  

Also participating: Peter Orner, Andy Sherer, Fielding Essensa, Cheryl Lindberg. 

1. Approval of Agenda. Layton moved (2nd Brochu) to approve the agenda with the addition of
the Wastewater Advisory Committee composition for consideration and possible vote. Motion
approved unanimously.

2. Public & Selectboard Comment. Peter Orner spoke about the Moore Lane Bridge and how it is
leaking chemicals into the stream below it. Orner said that he is concerned and the tarp that has been
installed has not been working. Andy Scherer said he is interested in hearing more about the organics
collection at the transfer station. Calloway said that she thinks all memos submitted to the
Selectboard (SB) regarding agenda setting should be included in the meeting packet.

3. Consent Agenda. Brochu had a question about the financial dashboard. Fielding Essensa said
that he included May’s to-date numbers in the dashboard data. Essensa said that, as of now, the
town is on track to be slightly under budget for this fiscal year (FY2022). Layton moved (2nd Gere) to
approve the consent agenda. Motion approved unanimously.

4. Request for Extension to File the Grand List Abstract. Layton moved (2nd Gere) to approve the
Board of Listers’ 30-day extension request under 32 VSA §4342 to be filed with the Vermont
Department of Taxes, as contained in the Selectboard meeting packet. Motion approved
unanimously.

5. Town Manager Report. Francis said a major focus of the DPW’s work over the last week has
been on the Moore Lane Bridge. Francis said the tarp has not been working to catch the material
leaking into the water running below. Francis said the town is working closely with state officials to
remedy the situation. Ultimately, the bridge deck may need to be replaced.  Francis said he received
a proposal from a firm late today to do an analysis of the material leaking from the bridge to
determine what it is. The work would be to take 6 samples (2 from the water, 2 from the bridge deck,
and 2 from the bridge abutment) and analyze them.  The town received a $7,748.40 cost estimate
from Murray & Masterson Environmental Services of Bristol, VT to perform this work. Essensa said
we could possibly use operating funds for FY2022 or use the Bridge Maintenance reserve fund.  After
some discussion, Brochu moved (2nd Layton) to authorize the Town Manager to enter into an
agreement with Murray & Masterson Environmental Services in an amount not to exceed $7,800.00
to be paid from the FY2022 operating budget. Motion approved unanimously. Francis addressed
Scherer’s earlier comment to say that Francis is still communicating with Casella to come up with
solutions regarding organic waste.  Calloway asked about the Fire District’s long-range planning
meeting. Francis said the Fire District members had asked about the possibility of merging the Town
with the Fire District. Francis said he talked to the town’s attorney about this matter and the attorney
said there is no clear process set out by Vermont statute, aside from doing so via a charter process.
This would be a very complicated process.  The Fire District determined that merger was not a viable
plan for the next 5-year time span.
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6. RFP for Legal Services, Labor Agreement and Human Resources. Francis said that in
FY2023, legal expenses would be paid for out of the professional services – legal services budget
line [currently they are paid from the professional services budget line]. SB members agreed to put
out an RFP to seek legal counsel for personnel matters.

6.1 [added agenda item] Wastewater Study Committee. Francis recommended putting together a 
wastewater study committee, as discussed in his memo included in the SB meeting packet 
addendum. The advisory group would help guide the hired consultants in their work of obtaining wide 
public input and gathering expert assessments. SB members discussed composition of the 
committee. Brochu moved (2nd Calloway) to request the Town Manager to issue a call for applicants 
to serve on a Wastewater Feasibility Steering Committee: one representative from the Selectboard, 
one from the Planning Commission, one from the Conservation Commission, one from the Fire 
District, one from Marion Cross School, one from the downtown business owners, one resident of the 
village, and one resident from outside of the village.  Motion approved unanimously.  

7. Meeting Calendar. Francis talked about Tracy Hall’s office space issues, including HVAC.
Francis said one approach is to hire consultants to analyze the physical plant of the town, including
Tracy Hall, the transfer station and the DPW garage. Some of the issues and options to be
considered: replacing the boilers in Tracy Hall; hiring consultants for space analysis; moving some
town office functions out of Tracy Hall; Tracy Hall air quality analysis; RFPs for Tracy Hall boilers and
fire suppression system. SB members discussed bringing to the next meeting a list of available rental
spaces in Norwich. SB members agreed that Calloway will provide a memo framing the animal
ordinance for future work.

9. Reciprocal License Agreement with SAU70. Layton moved (2nd Gere) to find that premature
general public knowledge about a proposed agreement would clearly place the Town at a substantial
disadvantage.  Motion approved (4-yes; Calloway-no). Layton moved (2nd Brochu) to enter
executive session, pursuant to 1 VSA §313(a)(1)(A), and to include the Town Manager. Motion
approved (4-yes; Calloway-no).
The Selectboard entered executive session at 8:33 PM.
Layton moved (2nd Calloway) to enter public session. Motion approved unanimously. The SB
entered public session at 9:08 PM.

10. Attorney-Client Communication. Layton moved (2nd Brochu) to find that premature general
public knowledge of attorney-client communications between the Selectboard and Town Attorney as
to matters for which legal advice is sought would clearly place the Town at a substantial
disadvantage.  Motion approved unanimously. Layton moved (2nd Brochu) to enter executive
session, pursuant to 1 VSA §313(a)(1)(F), for the purpose of considering confidential attorney-client
advice. Motion approved unanimously.
The Selectboard entered executive session at 9:10 PM.
Layton moved (2nd Calloway) to enter public session. Motion approved unanimously. The SB
entered public session at 9:25 PM.

11. Adjourn. Brochu moved (2nd Layton) to adjourn. Motion approved unanimously.
Meeting adjourned at 9:27 pm.

By Miranda Bergmeier 
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Approved by the Selectboard on _____________ , 2022 

_________________________ 
Roger Arnold, Selectboard Chair 

Next Meeting – June 8, 2022 – Meeting at 6:30 

PLEASE NOTE: CATV POSTS RECORDINGS OF ALL REGULAR MEETINGS OF THE NORWICH SELECTBOARD 
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From: Peter Orner
To: Roger Arnold
Cc: Alberto Rdz; Rod Francis; Miranda Bergmeier
Subject: Re: Moore Lane Bridge/ chemical release
Date: Saturday, May 21, 2022 10:05:57 AM

 IMG_2028.MOV
Dear Roger and Rod, 

Thanks for this reply. I look forward to hearing more about this. I recently read the Town
Manager's Report for May 20 and have some respectful concerns about the following
statement: 

As an interim step DPW staff had wrapped the underside of the bridge with tarpaulins to capture the materials.

The interim step did not capture the materials. When the bridge was wrapped, the tarp came
loose within days. Now one edge is completely detached from the wall of the bridge and in
tatters. Much of the chemical that was trapped has long since drained into the brook and the
chemicals, as you can see, have continued to drain down the walls directly into the brook. I'm
attaching two recent videos where water contamination is evident (before and after a recent
rain), as well as a photograph that shows the current condition of the tarp. Will the town take
any steps to stop the chemical release before the implementation of a more
permanent solution? 

Two further questions: In addition to the water contamination, there's a heavy toxic smell
emanating from the bridge. Will the catch-can increase the toxic smell as a result of the
accumulation? As our house is quite close to the bridge there are already spring and summer
days that we can't sit by the brook because the smell is so strong. Neighbors, such as Alberto
cc'd above, and people walking across the bridge have also commented on the heavier than
normal smell.  

The report states that there will be periodic emptying. Can the town be more specific here?
Again, given the amount of accumulation, it would seem a regular maintenance plan would
need to be in place. 

Thanks as always for your time,
Peter
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---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Chris Katucki <kals95@startmail.com>
Date: Wed, May 25, 2022 at 2:39 PM
Subject: Wastewater Feasibility Study Steering Commi�ee
To: selectboard@norwich.vt.us <selectboard@norwich.vt.us>, manager@norwich.vt.us <manager@norwich.vt.us>
CC: Roger Arnold <rogerarnoldvt@gmail.com>, Mary Layton <marydlayton@gmail.com>, claude�e brochu
<cbrochu30@gmail.com>, Rob Gere <tallman610@gmail.com>, Marcia Calloway <msbcalloway@gmail.com>,
Miranda Bergmeier <MBergmeier@norwich.vt.us>

Dear Selectboard members and Town Manager Francis:

I see a memorandum regarding the composi�on of the Wastewater Feasibility Study Steering Commi�ee is a
late addi�on to the Selectboard packet for tonight’s mee�ng. I want to raise two issues.

First, will this Steering Commi�ee comply with the Open Mee�ng Law? If not, what is the ra�onale for
concluding that it is not a public body?

Second, it appears that, as proposed, all of the members of the Steering Commi�ee, but one, are likely to be
public officials. The usual suspects. Let’s get some new blood on this commi�ee to develop leaders of the
future.  The Fire District, Norwich School Board and commercial property owners deserve representa�on. I
also think that somebody wary of a sewer project would be a helpful addi�on. The remaining members
could come from a combina�on of officials and community members. The consultants appear to want broad
input from this Steering Commi�ee.

Thank you in advance for considering my comments.

Sincerely,
Chris

Christopher Katucki
47 Old Coach Road
Norwich, VT 05055

FW: Wastewater Feasibility Study Steering Committee

1 of 2 6/3/2022, 7:23 AM

Please note that any response or reply to this electronic message may be subject to disclosure as a public record
under the Vermont Public Records Act.
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From: Stuart Richards
To: Rod Francis; Miranda Bergmeier; Mary Layton; Claudette Brochu; Bob Gere; Roger Arnold; Marcia Calloway
Subject: Sewer Committee
Date: Saturday, May 28, 2022 2:55:29 PM
Attachments: Sewer Committe Final Report 6-23-05.doc

All,

I understand that a new Norwich Sewer Committee is to be formed.  I would like to express
my interest In serving.  I don’t know if there will be a regular application process but I believe
that my background and previous experience in dealing with the issues will be helpful.

I was a member of the Sewer Committee in 2005.  Enclosed find the report that was filed by
that committee.  I’ve been a Norwich resident since 1983 and have served on the Planning
Commission and formed a non profit called Norwich Affordable Housing Inc.  I founded and
was the Director of the Ford Sayre Ski Academy.  My experience also includes being a licensed
Vermont real estate broker since 1984, real estate office owner and major ski area developer. 
My current employment is saving lives with Global Rescue.

Thanks for considering me for this important committee.

Stuart L. Richards, Senior Vice President
Global Rescue LLC
Ph:  Direct 617-459-4199, Main 617-459-4200
Fax:  858-712-1295
http://www.globalrescue.com
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Norwich Sewer Committee Report


Committee Members:


Lynn McGrew, Chairman


Daniel French*


Glennis Gold*


Jeff Goodrich**


Robert Haynes


Douglas Hoffman


Brian Livingston


Alison May*


Stuart L. Richards


Dean Seibert


Robert White


Dated June 23, 2005


*Resigned


**Called to Active Military Duty

Norwich Sewer Committee


Executive Summary 


The Sewer Committee provides here our summary findings by charge on a complex subject.   To understand each issue more completely, how we made our determinations, and the material that we relied on to accomplish our task we ask the reader to refer to the page references at the end of each charge and the appendices.


1.  Complete an overview of the existing use.  To date and historically Norwich is and has been comprised primarily of single family stand alone homes.  There are few condominiums, few apartments, and relatively few commercial properties.  This historical settlement pattern has meant that the vast majority of septic systems are on-site and individual.  There are a handful of  community on-site systems for residential and commercial users.  There is no municipal sewage disposal at present.  (See Pp 7-8 for further information).


2.  Determine whether or not there is a problem with the current system and make recommendation of changes.  Vermont officials who have been consulted including engineers, administrators and regulators have told this committee that we do not have a problem with the current system.  Two commonly held misperceptions are examined under this charge.  The first is that the village is sitting on a cesspool.  The second is that the suds that appear primarily in the spring indicate an environmental problem.  Both are misperceptions and no problem has been identified.  The number of failed sewage systems is few and there is no environmental reason to recommend changing the current system which appears to operate well.  We do recommend that public education inform residents on appropriate maintenance procedures for on-site septic disposal and that storm water drainage be improved.  (See Pp 8-10 for further information).


3.  Evaluate whether a groundwater quality study is needed.  No environmental problem requiring further study or expenditure of funds has been identified.  Nevertheless, we include a very rough cost estimate for doing a study of this type. (See P 10 for further information).


4.  Determine what area should be serviced by the study.  The study focuses on three areas: (a) Central Village, (b) Land bounded by I-91, Rt.5south, Rt. 10A and the Hartford town line, and (c) River Rd from Lewiston to the Rt.5 junction.  This selection was made for historical reasons, finite boundaries, and accessible location. (See Pp 10-11 for further information).


5.  Review the future requirements of single site systems; determine if community septic fields (multi-site) could be utilized in Norwich.  Single site systems remain a means of on-site disposal which can facilitate growth in both the Village and in the rural areas of Town where soils allow.  Community systems of varying sizes are also possible and they could provide increased density. (See Pp 11-15 for further information).


6.  Determine if we should construct a treatment facility or tie in to an 


existing facility.  The high costs of constructing a treatment facility and operational costs as well as the difficulties in obtaining permits, have persuaded this committee that constructing our own facility is not a viable option.  Tying into the Hanover system is theoretically possible.  Hanover must address many issues relating to needed improvements and their current users before considering our request.  Hartford may be receptive to Norwich tying into their system.   (See Pp 15-17 for further information).


7.  Determine land acquisition purchase expense, and costs, benefits and funding sources for both construction and operation of a municipal sewer system or a tie in to an existing facility.  The estimated capital cost (not including financing) for sewer and water for Route 5 South and River Rd. plus the Village including Hawk Pine and Hopson Rd.  could be $25,117,719.  All estimates in this section for a number of different scenarios are approximations based on various assumptions and the limited engineering review of Dufresne-Henry Engineering.  It appears that funding sources other than Norwich taxpayers will be limited if available at all.  (See Pp 17-22 for further information). 


8.  Review the possibility of phasing in the project and determine what the effect of the development will be on Norwich.  Phasing is commonly done and usually possible.  It can serve to lessen the impact of development by spreading it out over a longer time and payback period.  See Charge 9 for the effect of development.  (See Pp 22-25 for further information).


9.  Determine what effect the general growth will be on the quality of life in Norwich.  Any growth will involve change.  The degree of change to the community is related to the amount of growth.  Whether this change improves or degrades the quality of life depends on a person’s outlook. Quality of life will be different for different people, for some better, for others worse.  For some, significant change promoted by community or municipal sewer represents an opportunity to diversify the community by providing affordable housing, increased school census, and increased jobs and commercial opportunities.  For others, this same growth will increase infrastructure costs, degrade property values, increase traffic, and change the small town that we know into a larger town that is foreign. The Committee believes the best way to resolve these issues is through public discussion, revision of the Town Plan, and through the ballot box.  (See Pp 26-30 for further information). 

10.  Perform an analysis of Planning/Zoning development issues that would be impacted by a municipal sewer system. The town's present policy and regulatory framework do not address a sewered future. Both the town's zoning and subdivision regulations would need to be revised to accommodate sewer service areas, costs and policies. Issues that would be impacted by municipal sewer are municipal infrastructure and costs including roads, fire, police, schools and quality of life.  Both zoning and subdivision regulations would likely require change to include higher density where on-site community or municipal sewerage was available.  The establishment of sewer districts with different types of housing – apartments, condominiums, commercial properties, and possibly new height restrictions are likely.  These and other considerations would be part of the zoning and subdivision changes.  Prior to moving forward with either municipal sewage or community septic programs which involve town funding, a town-wide conversation and approval process is necessary. (See Pp 30-32 for further information). 
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Sub-Committee Charges:


Sub-Committee 1.  Items 1-3 on the Selectboard Charge – Lynn McGrew, Coordinator, Brian Livingston, Stuart L. Richards


1.
Complete an overview of the existing use


2.   Determine whether or not there is a problem with the current system and make recommendation of changes.


3.
Evaluate whether a groundwater quality study is needed  


Sub-Committee 2.  Items 4-7 on the Selectboard Charge – Douglas Hoffman, Coordinator, Robert Haynes, Dean Seibert, Jeffrey Goodrich 


4. Determine what area should be serviced by the study.


5. Review the future requirements of single site systems; determine if community septic fields (multi-site) could be utilized in Norwich.


6.  Determine if we should construct a treatment facility or tie in to an existing facility.  


7.  Determine land acquisition purchase expense, and costs, benefits and funding sources for both construction and operation of a municipal sewer system or a tie in to an existing facility.


Sub-Committee 3. Items 8-10 on the Selectboard Charge – Robert White, Glennis Gold, Daniel French


8.  Review the possibility of phasing in the project and determine what the effect of the development will be on Norwich


9.  Determine what affect the general growth will be on the quality of life in Norwich


10. Perform an analysis of Planning/Zoning development issues that  would be impacted by a municipal sewer system.


Alison May – Floater between sub-committees


Introduction


This study was initiated by unanimous action of the Norwich Selectboard.  The Selectboard appointed 11 members, all those who applied, in October, 2003 to a Sewer Committee.  Over time, 3 members resigned, and a 4th member was called to military duty, reducing the final number to 7 before completion of this report.  The Sewer Committee was charged with gathering and analyzing information relating to municipal and on-site sewage disposal possibilities and with making recommendations based on the ten Selectboard charges.  The issues under consideration which were part of the Selectboard charges are not new to Norwich.  The issues of cost, advisability, practicality and desirability related to municipal sewage disposal have been studied a number of times and each time the idea has been either rejected or deferred.  Even though much of the information uncovered by the sub-committees is not new some of the circumstances, attitudes and needs of the town may have changed in the intervening years since the last study.  This study tries to assess the previous information as well as changes that may have occurred since the last study in addition to updating the factual context.  Historically, there have been  at least 5 prior studies done.  These studies and their outcomes are described in Appendix 1 of this report.  New information relating to the potential for community disposal systems and new state regulations and standards which encourage community systems are analyzed.  This report is organized by numbered charge and the response to each charge as it has been presented by each sub-committee.  The Final Report begins with an Executive Summary which presents in concise form the issues and findings, and recommendations of this committee with a reference to the portion of the report that goes into greater detail.  The appendices provide greater information which explain in part how we reached some of our conclusions.  


Background


Two primary reasons have been identified to justify the creation of municipal sewage in Norwich.  The first is the presence of  environmental hazards in either the ground or surface water caused by numerous failures of on-site sewage systems, or other causes, which present a health threat and require remediation through municipal sewage.  The second justification for municipal sewage is to promote development of various kinds - commercial, residential high density, affordable housing, etc.  Various benefits have been suggested as a rationale for increasing development.  The short list drawn by supporters of increased development  suggests that increased development may lower taxes and it may foster a more diverse and “vibrant” community with greater job opportunities.  Opponents of increased development which will result from municipal sewerage have focused on the negative impacts to the quality of life, a change in the historical character of the town attributable to high density housing and or increased commercial development.  Charges 1-3 deal with an overview of existing on-site sewage disposal and an examination of any current environmental problems that may exist as a result of our current development patterns.  Charges 4-10 address the costs, benefits and negatives of municipal and community sewerage and or problems specified in the charges.  In many ways, with 20/20 hindsight, the Sewer Committee’s charges appear to be a bit premature because the town’s current efforts to rewrite it’s zoning regulations and prepare a new town plan and do a town survey of opinions appear to be the best venue through which to consider a sewered or non sewered future.


Charge  #1 - Complete an overview of the existing use

Today the town of Norwich is comprised almost exclusively of single family residences utilizing individual on-site septic systems.  There are few condominiums and limited commercial development of approximately 50 businesses (including retail, restaurants, an hotel, office space, and financial offices).  There are approximately 1,371 stand-alone residences in Norwich, with about 300 of them in the Village. The standard state allocation for on site sewage is 70 gallons per person per day (140 gallons per bedroom) with an average occupancy of 3 inhabitants per dwelling or 210 gallons of sewage generated per dwelling.  This results in approximately 60,000 gallons per day billed in the Village of Norwich through the community Fire District’s water system for the approximately 900 residents of the village. This historical settlement pattern of single family homes, very few condominiums, and limited commercial development has meant that almost all residential sewage disposal throughout town is individual and “on-site”, rather than community or municipal.  


The exception to this historical settlement pattern of single-family, stand-alone dwellings is the  approximately 3%  (46 of 1417) of Norwich’s housing stock which is multi-unit (more than 3).  These condominium units are served by community on-site systems.  They are:


1.  Heritage


8 Units

11.2 Acres


2.  Elderly Housing

24 Units
3 Acres


3.  Norwich Meadows

14 Units   
22 Acres


In addition to these condominiums, Starlake Village with 13 units and Hopson Lane with 5 units, are served by on-site community sewage disposal systems. Elderly housing generates approximately1893 gal./day of effluent due in part to the lower occupancy of each unit.


Some of the commercial and larger scale on-site systems may have, multiple users.  They are:


     Facility                                                Gallons of water/day *. 


Marion Cross School                                         890


Dan& Whits                                                      1000


Norwich Inn                                                     1870


Carpenter and Main St. Building                     1600


Charter One Building                                         300


Ledyard Building                                               100


Mascoma Bank                                                    62


Norwich Square                                               1800


Emerson Ct.Nursery                                            60


Aldrich House                                                    190


Parker House                                                     134


Water utilization varies to some degree depending on the time of year. The estimates above were calculated in the spring quarter when percolation was slowest. 


Estimates of the current volume of septic on River Rd and Rt 5 south were based on water usage by properties in Lewiston,  and the number of employees and type of businesses on Rt. 5 and River Rd. as reported during a visit to each, The assumption was made that the fourteen units in the Ledges  generate 3700 gallons/day and that the average home on River Rd has six residents.


On the basis of these assumptions, the estimated current daily volume would be;


Rt. 5 south      3000gal./day


Lewiston            55 gal./day


River Rd.        8840 gal/day


Total             11,900 gal/day


A further exception to the single-family, stand-alone pattern in Norwich is the presence of approximately 167 apartments1 on the same property as single family residences (in garages or ancillary buildings) or, as for most of the apartments, in the same structure as the primary residence.  Of the 1417 dwelling units2  about 44 are 2nd dwelling units on the same property.  Probably most of these apartments share the same septic system as the primary residences. 


Charge #2- Determine whether or not there is a problem with the current system and make recommendation of changes.


In the village there have been few on-site septic failures reported in the last ten years.  (Appendix 5 is a map showing the soil quality and failure locations over the last 9 years).  According to Norwich’s Zoning and Planning Administrator, Phil Dechert, those sewage system failures that have occurred are mostly attributable to end-of-useful life or poor maintenance practices.  According to Roger Thompson, Program Manager, Wastewater Dept. Vermont Environmental Conservation Dept., as systems fail, the replacement systems will tend to be more modern and effective than the systems they replace because of changes in technology and sometimes because of changed regulations.  (See Appendix 3, Minutes/Notes of Roger Thompson’s presentation on 10/31/03.)  


Two anecdotal misconceptions have been evaluated.  The first is that Norwich is “sitting on a cesspool.”  Thompson stated that this is most unlikely.  He said that most effluent is treated by the soils it passes through after it travels a very short distance and that it is unlikely to end up in the ground water.  The most likely explanation for odors that  occur is that they are probably generated by naturally occurring vegetative or chemical agents.  He further stated that even if there were pollution in the groundwater it would not constitute a health hazard in Norwich because we have a community water supply which is not affected by ground water. In addition,  water quality tests are unnecessary since virtually everyone in the village is on town water.  (See Appendix 3)


Terry Shearer, Regional Engineer for Windsor County, said “He doesn’t feel, with his experience as Area Engineer, that surface water testing is necessary, and that the problem areas in the village have been taken care of by new modern systems.”


Another set of comments related to the advisability of testing and potential problems in Norwich came from a meeting with Larry Fitch, Division Director of Facilities Engineering Division, and Alison Lowery, Waste Water Management, Principal Soil Scientist at the Agency of Natural Resources in Waterbury.  The meeting took place on Oct 15, 2003.  They said, “ A hydrogeologic study is not needed at this time.  Norwich is not on any watch or mandate list. Funding for municipal systems in the absence of environmental problems is not readily available.  Grants and loans are possible for studies.  Surface water sampling would be of interest to the state , but we don’t feel it is necessary.”


The second popular misconception is that there is an environmental problem related to “suds” which appear primarily in the spring and at other times of the year. Tom Willard said that these are usually naturally occurring and generally caused by surfactants such as pollen which tend to break up the surface tension of the water and create suds.  They are usually nothing to be concerned with.  John Lawe, Md., Norwich Health Officer, said much the same at a subsequent meeting. (See Appendix 4 for Tom Willard’s additional comments)


Limited studies of E-coli and macro-invertebrates in Blood Brook were done by the Norwich Conservation Commission and by Lindsay Putnam, respectively, in the summer of 2003.  Neither study pretends to be definitive or conclusive, nevertheless we include them here as Appendix 6/7 since they can form data points for future studies if any are done.  The Norwich Conservation Commission has completed further studies of Blood Brook and other brooks in 2004 which appear to show low to very low E-coli readings with the exception of two extremely high spikes in July. 


(See http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/waterq/cfm/volmon/index.cfm

Then  go down to Norwich Conservation Commission and click.  


The initials are for various locations on Bragg Brook (BR), Blood Brook (BB), New Boston Brook (NB) and Charles Brown Brook (CB).  The “A” and “B” reflect the duplicate samples taken simultaneously at each site.)


This data has not been professionally analyzed at this time.  Once it is analyzed it is suggested that the Selectboard review it to see if any action is indicated.  If there were a pollution problem in Blood Brook it is more likely than not that the problem would be a result of a few failed systems which would require replacement or repair.  It would be hard to justify the Town spending large sums for a municipal sewage system to cure a few failed systems when all that is needed is to repair or replace them.  Also included are comments from Jeff Goodrich, Engineer, relating to the Conservation Commission study included as Appendix 8. 


We are fortunate to have, according to the 1996 soils maps (Appendix 5), the most suitable soils available for on-site sewage disposal, throughout the village, with the exception of the Carpenter Street area.  Historic on site septic failures and the reasons for these failures are shown on information supplied by Phil Dechert, Norwich Zoning and Planning Administrator.  (Appendix 5). 


In the course of investigating potential sewage or contamination problems in town a number of individuals provided information to help us determine if problems exist.  They were: John Lawe, Norwich Health Officer,  Phil Dechert, Norwich Zoning and Planning Administrator, Tom Willard, Deputy Director, Agency of Natural Resources, Water Quality Division, Roger Thompson,  Program Manager, Wastewater Dept. Environmental Conservation Dept., Terry Shearer, Regional Engineer for ‘Windsor County,  Garry Gulka, Chief Waste Prevention Section, Allison Lowry, Principal Soil Scientist Wastewater Management Division, Larry Fitch, Division Director Facilities Engineering Division, Frank Olmstead, Norwich Conservation Commissioner, Lindsay Putnam, former Conservation Commissioner and Brion McMullen, Administrator Norwich Fire District Water System. 


Based on all the information that we have received and investigated and the professionals that we have talked to  and relying on their expert opinions, we have not been able to find any existing septic or sewage related environmental problem that requires the expenditure of town funds for either correction or for further study.  Individual septic systems that fail should continue to be dealt with by the individual owners involved. 


Charge #3- Evaluate whether a groundwater quality study is needed

Based upon the information received in Charge #2, it is this committee’s clear opinion that a study of groundwater quality is not warranted.  To date no problem has been identified that would require such a study.  Therefore, the expenditure of funds for a groundwater study appears to be unwarranted at this time.  There appears to be no environmental problem that would require the construction of a municipal sewage system, either as an extension to another town’s municipal sewage system or as a rationale for the construction of publicly owned community systems.


For the record, a rough quote was obtained from Enman Engineering to do a groundwater and surface water study.  (See Appendix 9.)


Related Recommendations-


The current usage of on-site, privately owned, septic disposal systems has been effective in providing safe and sanitary removal of septic waste for the load that it carries today.  It appears that continuation of this historical pattern of on-site systems will allow for additional incremental development throughout town.  Measures that might be taken to ensure safe and sanitary continued operation of these systems in the village and throughout town are:


1. Initiate educational programs encouraging Norwich residents to install water conservation devices and procedures 


2. Educate residents to pump their septic tanks at appropriate intervals since most septic failures appear to be a result of improper maintenance.


3. Storm water drainage should be improved and extended to help to control ground water levels


   4.   Abatement efforts to reduce storm water run off from Hawk Pine should be explored.


 5.   Responsibility for advocating for the above should be defined within Town government and might include the Selectboard, Planning Commission, Fire District’s Water Department, and the Conservation Commission among others.


Charge # 4 - Determine what areas should be served by the study.


Much of the information contained in Charges 4-7 was reviewed by the engineering firm of Dufresne-Henry.

 Three geographic areas were selected as the principal foci for this report.  Each has been identified in the Town Plan and by the Mixed-Use Commercial Development Study Group of the Planning Commission (1997) as logical places for commercial growth and possibly higher density housing.  All are areas that have either been specifically designated for commercial development or have historically been characterized by mixed uses.


 The Committee considered areas that are relatively well delineated by finite boundaries such as the fire district, current zoning districts or regions that are naturally demarcated by roads or terrain.  A case could be made for including other areas that may in the future be considered for development. While lands west of Route 5 South could readily be accessed if sewerage were installed in the Rt. 5 south corridor, west of Rt. 5 is currently zoned rural residential in which  commercial or high density residential  development is not permitted. Furthermore , there are no physical features  which naturally delineate  developable land in this area. Consequently the committee concluded that inclusion of that land in planning for sewerage is contingent  on further  discussions of  the Planning Commission which is currently ongoing related to mixed-use districts  and the Select Board.


Beaver Meadow, Union Village and Pompanoosuc are hamlets within Norwich, which have not been considered in this study but which in the years ahead may become centers of modest growth.  While it is unlikely that those hamlets could be served by conventional municipal sewerage the potential of community on site systems remains to be explored. Because the ability of the town to invest in sewerage is finite, the future septic requirements of the hamlets should be addressed if balanced growth in Norwich is to be achieved.


 Study areas include


(a) Central Village 


(b) Land bounded by I-91, Rt.5south, Rt. 10A and the Hartford town line


(d) River Rd from Lewiston to the Rt.5 junction.


Charge #5 - Review the future requirements of single site systems; determine if community septic fields (multi-site) could be utilized in Norwich


A.  Community on site septic systems are not new but newer and advancing technologies now provides alternative solutions to waste disposal in a much greater variety of circumstances. The utility of these systems is site specific. In Norwich they may have relevance to areas of the Village, to areas designated for commercial development and to locations where conventional municipal sewer systems are not at all practical. 


B.  Land characteristics and acreage theoretically suitable for on site disposal:


  River Rd.


  Route 5 south


In order to estimate the acreage suitable for on site systems in the three areas under consideration, Rt. 5south(East), Lewiston, and River Road a one half inch grid was placed over soil maps on which land is designated as well suited, moderately well suited, minimally suited or unsuitable for on site septic. The soil maps themselves are approximations This method of determining acreage, while simple, seemed to correlate reasonably well with Planning Administrator Phil Dechert’s computer analysis of some sample areas. 


Rt.5 South including Dresden Property


Class                                     

Acreage


Well Suited                                 
2.2


Moderately well suited               
37.6


Minimally suited                         
53.35


             Total                              
93.15


Wetlands                                   
17.00


              


Total 
110.05


Excluding Dresden Property


Class                                           
Acreage


Well suited                                  
 2.2


Moderately well suited                
 8.5


Minimally suited                         
21.4

               


 Total 
32.1


Lewiston


Class                                           
Acreage


All soils are disturbed but 


are likely to be moderately


well suited                                    
3.0


River Rd,


Class                                           
Acreage


Well suited                                   
 .9


Moderately well suited                
 7.0


Disturbed but probably are


likely to be at least moderately


well suited                                  
2.4


                   


Total 
20.3


Wetlands                                     
48.00


Currently Rt5 is divided into 15 parcels, Lewiston into 8parcels and River Rd. into 20.


In order to determine the amount of acreage required to handle on site septic at various build out densities a number of assumptions have been made. 


Every element of this “Build- out “ is highly speculative.  The soils data, on which it is predicated while, providing some guidance, may be inaccurate when applied to specific areas and is insufficient to allow any firm conclusions to be drawn.


The assumptions on density and use are made only for purposes of illustration. Clearly decisions on these features would have to be made for a “build out” to have substantive, real world relevance. The purpose of this exercise is merely to make some guestimate of the volume of septic that might be generated if the areas under consideration were fully built out. Time is also an unknown variable. It is probably reasonable to assume that River Rd and Rt. 5 south  would not be fully built for many years to come.  On the other hand if additional infrastructure made these areas attractive to major developers this time frame might be dramatically shortened.


Assumptions


1.  All land designated on USDA Ancillary Soil Ratings maps designated as (a) well suited, (b) moderately suited and (c) marginally suited is considered as potentially developable. Land designated as wetland has been excluded. No consideration has been given to the fact that slopes, setbacks, buffers etc would reduce the number of developable acres 


2.  Calculations have been based on the assumption that each unit developed would have a septic requirement equal to that of a single-family residence. Clearly this would not be the case but it is a place to begin. While in general, businesses in town except for hostelries produce less septic than homes with a comparable number of people over a twenty four hour period there are exceptions to this and future exceptions could be very large depending on the nature of the business. 


3.  Two scenarios have been used for illustration. One assumes a density of four units per acre and the other assumes a density of eight units per acre (approximately the density of the senior housing units in the center of the Village)


4.  For purposes of calculating the amount of acreage necessary to handle on site septic for the two densities selected it is necessary to use an “application rate “ a measure of the amount of land necessary to accommodate a given amount of septic based on the characteristics of the land. We do not have the data on the land under consideration to permit anything but a guess There is apparently only a marginal correlation between the general soil characteristics described on   USDA soil rating maps and application rates for a specific piece of land. An application rate of 0.35 GPD/square foot would be considered a low rate. Whether it is low enough for the land under consideration is unknown but it is the figure that has been applied to all land on the USDA maps not designated as wetland.


5.  An application rate of ,35GPD/square foot of land results in a figure of 3.5 acres required to handle 10,000 GPD.  ( Forcier and Aldrich sample disposal field layouts for 10,000GPD) From this, the assumption has been made that for every 10,000 gallons of septic produced at a given density of development 3.5 acres should be allocated for sewerage.  Such an extrapolation may be fraught with error.


6. On -site systems that exceed 30,000 gallons per day fall into a different regulatory category. The assumption is that multiple onsite systems, developed as the demand increases would be required.


7.  Above a certain volume, indirect discharge regulations apply. No calculation of this factor is included


8.  The calculations on available developable land were made as though none of the land was currently developed and that all of the land, currently held by approximately thirty-five owners would be developed at a density equivalent of either four or eight units per acre.


 It is assumed that each residential unit would discharge 245 gallons per day (design flow Environmental Protection Rules Chap 1 Wastewater System and Potable Water Supply Rules Aug, 2002)


Methodology


1. A grid of half inch squares was placed over the USDA soil maps and the number of acres of developable land on the east side of Rt.5 south, River Rd. and Lewiston was determined


2. An illustration by Forcier and Aldrich Engineering demonstrating that 3.5 acres of land is necessary to handle 10,000GPD at a low application rate has been extrapolated to each 10,000GPD generated by the hypothetical densities of four or eight units per developable acre


3. There are 43,560 square feet in one acre


Sample calculation


Rt. 5


 Number of developable acres (including all Dresden land) =93


# of units at a density of four acres per unit = 372


# Gallons per unit =245 

Total # gallons per day = 245x372 = 91140


Sample calculation for determining the necessary acreage for an onsite system


3.5 acres required for each 10,000 gallons


91140 gallons produced so # acres required =3.5x91140 divided by 10,000 = 31acres.  These 31 acres would be deducted from the 93 acres leaving 62 acres or room for 248 dwellings


Results: Gallons per day


Rt5 including Dresden (93 acres) Dresden encompasses approximately 75% of developable lands of the Rt5 south commercial area.


   4 units/acre  = 91140 GPD


   8 units/acre = 182280 GPD


Rt5 excluding Dresden (21 acres)


   4 units/acre = 20580 GPD


   8 units/acre = 41160 GPD


Lewiston (3) acres


    4 units/acre = 2940 GPD


    8 units/acre = 5880 GPD


River Rd (20 acres)


    4 units/acre = 19600 GPD


    8 units/acre = 39200 GPD


        Total gallons per day at a density of 4units per acre (Dresden included) = 113,680gpd


        Total gallons per day at a density of 4units per acre (Dresden excluded) = 43,120


        Total gallons per day at a density of 8 units per acre (Dresden included =227,360gpd 


        Total gallons per day at a density of 8 units per acre (Dresden excluded = 86,240gpd


Results: # acres required for on site system


Rt5 including Dresden (93acres)


    4 units/acre = 32 acres


    8 units/acre = 64


Rt5 excluding Dresden(21 acres)


    4 units/acre = 7 acres


    8 units/acre = 14 acres


Lewiston (3 acres)


    4 units/acre = 1 acres


    8 units/acre = 2acres


River Rd (20 acres)


    4units/acre = 7 acres


    8 units/acre = 14 acres


Conclusion: Based on a set of assumptions which are  hypothetical, on site systems would reduce the acreage for development at a density of 4 units/acre by approximately one third and approximately two thirds at a density of 8units/acre. The amount of land required should be increased by 60% if set back requirements are included.


 D. Further Study Requirements


On site community systems are site specific and require sophisticated technical expertise. The problem in Norwich is further complicated by the fact that the areas under consideration have multiple owners so that only the most preliminary assessment of what could be done in theory can be made. Several additional steps would be necessary before a reasonable assessment of feasibility could be determined Subsequent steps would include. 


Feasibility Study


a. Engineering table top analysis


b. Limited cost analysis


     Preliminary Engineering


a. On site field analysis, testing


b. Detailed cost analysis of alternative on site systems


c. Recommendations and solutions


      Pre Design


           a. Archeological investigations


           b. Hydrogeologic/aquatic analysis


c. Bond vote


      Final Designs


      Construction


E. Vt. Technical Requirements for on site systems


For systems handling between 6500 and 30,000 gallons per day septic tanks and two alternating subsurface disposal systems each at 100% of capacity are required


Sub-surface disposal of 30,000 to 50,000 requires two alternating subsurface disposal systems each at 100% of capacity, BOD/TSS effluent of 15/15 mg/liter with sand or textile filters. A discharge of greater than 50,000 gallons also requires two alternating disposal systems in addition to secondary wastewater treatment, including BOD/TSS , phosphorus and nitrogen removal. These requirements are spelled out as of April 30, 2003, in Vt. EPR’s Chapter 14 “ Indirect Discharge Rules”


F.  How an onsite community system works.  There are many variations on the theme but the Warren Vt. Demonstration is illustrative of the principles involved. Warren has 1600 residents most of whom are served by individual septic systems. The new system, as previously indicated will serve 85 properties and has a capacity of 30,000 gallons per day. A reduction in the amount of discharge is an important goal so educational efforts to reduce wastewater production by the use of low flow toilets, shower heads etc. is an important component of the project.  Sewage from homes and businesses first flows into the owner’s septic tank. Individual tanks will be pumped out on a scheduled basis and the sludge will be removed from site by a hauler Effluent from the properties then flows by gravity or is pumped by a low pressure pump into a central station. It is then pumped into a 50,000 holding tank, where it passes through a series of filters. Subsequently, the effluent, which is at this point, is essentially clear flows into one of six leach fields. Six other leach fields are held in reserve. The leach fields are beneath athletic fields and above ninety feet of sand and gravel.


  User charges are $4.00 per 1000 gallons plus a base charge of $200.00 per living unit plus $47.00 per bedroom


  This demonstration project was financed as follows




1,500,000 –EPA Grant




1,300,000 - EPA STAG Grant




  800,000 – State Pollution Abatement Grant




  830,000 – Town Bond Issue



$4,430,000 Total Cost + Land


The Town is the administrative body, does the billing and will be responsible for administrative maintenance. The system involves sophisticated monitoring of flow and components of the effluent, which is carried out electronically from the state of Washington. The operator of the system is Simon Operations Systems (S.O.S.) of Waterbury. 

Charge  #6 -  Determine if we should construct a treatment facility or tie into an existing facility


A. The question of the construction of a sewage treatment plant for Norwich was not pursued in depth. The cost, concern about regulatory impediments, and the feasible option of linking to an existing facility in an adjacent town suggested that a more comprehensive analysis was not warranted


B. Tying into an existing facility. There appear to be no regulatory prohibitions against Vt.- N.H. cooperative programs for septic disposal.  See Appendix 2 for descriptions of inter-state and intrastate co-operative arrangements between towns in Vermont and New Hampshire.

(a) Discussions with Hartford:


Members of the Norwich Sewer Committee met with Hartford Town Manager Hunter Rieseberg and Public Works Director Rich Menge in March 2004. Numerous follow up meetings were held between Mr. Rieseberg and Bob Haynes to determine Hartford’s willingness to continue with these conceptual discussions. According to Mr. Haynes:  


“Mr. Rieseberg has repeatedly indicated his willingness to discuss this possibility. He suggests that this is not a new analysis, having reviewed the potential for the Dresden School District to connect to Hartford’s system for playing fields with facilities on the former CO-OP land. While Hartford must remain mindful of its needs to accommodate future growth in its residential housing base and commercial areas such as Sykes Mountain Avenue, Quechee Village, the Dothan area and Rt5 south of the Veterans Administration Hospital, Mr. Rieseberg has encouraged us in two ways. 


First, Hartford is in the midst of a several year process of physically separating storm water catch basins and drains from sewer mains in some areas of town (archaic design-not unusual- Lebanon is doing so as well). These connections require expensive and unnecessary treatment of clean water as it mixes with sewerage. An example of this work is a project scheduled this summer (‘06) for the Taft Flat section of Route 5. These improvements will continue to increase the overall capacity of Hartford’s municipal system, despite significant recent growth and new connections.   


Second, Mr. Rieseberg stated that he and his Public Works personnel are amenable to the concept of allowing connection by Norwich, if it will underwrite the costs of increasing and/or improving Hartford’s system which are required by this connection. Obviously, any agreement would be subject to approval by the Hartford Selectboard.  A very rough estimate of $500,000 to $1,000.000 was suggested in order to accept 100,000 GPD of effluent.  (100,000 GPD translates into roughly 450 housing units). The higher number would likely be required if any plant expansion were necessary at the time of the connection.  Something closer to the lower end of the range is possible if only upgrades to piping, pumps and associated infrastructure in the vicinity of Olcott Drive and Route 5 were necessary. 


A central element to any agreement would be that Norwich’s gallonage would be guaranteed. In return, Norwich would contribute to future plant upgrades and improvements on a pro-rata basis (Norwich’s percentage divided by Hartford’s total capacity).  Plant expansions are typically planned in units of 100,000 GPD. Therefore, if Norwich needed more than 100,000 GPD, a 200,000 GPD expansion would be required and would need to be paid for.  Obviously, a more precise estimate of average daily flows, the type of effluent (toilets only, chemical waste, food processing?) and a time line would be necessary in order to develop a meaningful budget.


Finally, Mr. Rieseberg suggested that operational costs would be billed directly to users at par with Hartford rate payers; in other words, without any mark up to Norwich customers.” 


 Hartford presently treats 1.2 MGD at a cost of $800k/yr.


(Additional information is provided in Charge 7 of this report)

(b) Discussions with Hanover 


Members of the Norwich Sewer Committee met with Hanover Town Manager and the Director of Public Works in November 2003.


Although Hanover is willing to discuss a sewer connection with Norwich they are faced with a number of uncertainties that they must resolve before it is possible for them to contemplate additional demands on their system. These uncertainties include the status of development in Centera, their obligation to the Hospital their connection with West Lebanon and their response to a federally related mandate for an update of their system that may cost approximately $8 million.  These uncertainties will likely put off for several years any consideration by Hanover of a tie in by Norwich.  


(c)Consideration of administrative relationships with other towns for septic disposal


C.  Administrative relationships with other towns


Self interest and joint interests may be competing concerns in any cooperative relationship between municipalities. In the absence of legislation or regulation that mandates such cooperation, in the best case scenario there would be recognizable benefits to both parties that would at least balance anticipated liabilities. This dichotomy must be of particular concern to Norwich for if the decision is made to encourage or to accommodate growth that is dependent on septic disposal in an adjacent town, it is reasonable to assume that in a relative short period of time there would be no reasonable contingency


  There are examples of Norwich purchasing services from adjacent towns that have their supporters and detractors.  As the needs and resources of each town evolve, so the rationale for those relationships grows or diminishes.  


  If Norwich were to enter a compact with an adjacent community for septic disposal it is reasonable to assume that Norwich would be interested in safeguards so that some control of our own destiny is assured. This might be best achieved by contracting for or buying capacity for an extended period of time along with an option to buy and build capacity as required in the future.   Clearly any recipient town might expect to set a fair price for their participation.  If the Norwich Select board should enter substantive negotiations for septic disposal with either Hartford or Hanover it would be wise to explore in detail examples of such partnerships 


Further discussions with either Hartford or Hanover require some estimation of the anticipated volume of flow. Other factors such as the nature of the contents of the effluent would factor into cost and feasibility but the principal factor is volume for this determines the ability for the receiving town to accommodate Norwich either now or in the future. Please refer to Appendix 2 for further information 


Charge # 7 -  Determine land acquisition, purchase expense, costs and benefits and funding sources for both construction and operation of a municipal sewer or tie in to an existing facility


See charge #6 for concerns related to the construction of a sewer plant in Norwich


A. Capital  Costs


1. Engineering studies


The State of Vermont fee allowance formula to review standard projects. is Preliminary Engineering  3.45% of construction, Final Design 6.9% and Construction Phase Engineering 12.65%, for a total engineering allowance of 23% These percentages are used for budget purposes. Actual fees are subject to negotiation and vary with project complexity.


Preliminary Engineering provides the facility planning necessary to define a project sufficiently to take it to the voters for a bond vote and to submit it to the regulatory authorities for project approval. This is typically referred to as Step I. Step II is Final design. Sometimes additional services are required beyond engineering, such as archaeological, wetlands investigations, and ACT 250 review. The final phase is Step III, or construction.


2. Land acquisition


The purchase of land might be required for pump stations and right of ways Substantial land would be necessary for on site disposal. No estimates for the cost of land and legal fees have been made since these expenses would be driven entirely by the design of the system.


 3. Pipe 


The cost of purchasing and laying pipe includes trenching, road resurfacing and miscellaneous items.  Since these costs are entirely dependent on terrain and complexities introduced by existing development, two estimates, a high and a low have been used in these calculations These estimates have been derived from current figures derived from projects in other communities and by extrapolation from the Engineering News Record (ENR) Cost Index applied to the 1967 report on installing sewerage in the village of Norwich.


4. Pumps


Depending on the terrain high or low-pressure pumps may be required.


Cost estimates of $110,000 for a low-pressure pump and $220,000 for a high-pressure pump have been used in the following calculations.


Village District, limited to the fire district with extension to Hanover =50893 lineal feet of pipe, one low pressure and one high pressure pump


                  Pipe           Pump       
 P+P           
Eng.         

Total

                                                                   

(23%)


@$100/ft $5,089,300  $330,000  
$5,419,300  
$1,246,439  

$6,665729 


@$150/ft. $7,633,950  $330,000  
$7,963,950  
$1,831,708  

$9,795,568 


Village District limited to the fire district with extension to Hartford=56118 lineal feet of pipe, one low pressure and one high pressure pump


                  Pipe          Pump      
 P+P          
Eng.            

Total

                                                                (23%)


@$100/ft. $5,611,800  $330,000  
$5,941,800 
$1,366,614  

$7,308,414


@$150/ft.  $8,417,700  $330,000  
$8,747,700  
$2,011,971  

$10,759,971


Village District with addition of Hawk Pine and Hopson Rd.  Extended to Hanover.  This extension adds 19,125 ft. for a total of 70,018ft. 


 
      Pipe        
Pump      
 P+P          
Eng.            

Total

                                                                 (23%)


@$100/ft.$7,001,800  $330,000  
$7331,800 
 $1,686,314  

$9,018,114


@$150/ft.$10,502,700  $330,000  
$10,832,700 
 $2,491,521 

 $13,324,221


Village District with addition of Hawk Pine and Hopson Rd. extended to Hartford. This extension adds 19,125 ft. for a total of 75,243ft.


                  Pipe           Pump      
P+P             
Eng.             

Total

                                                              a(23&)


@$100/ft. $7,524,300  $330,000 
 $7,854,300 
 $1,806,489  

$9,660,789


@$150/ft $11,286,450  $330,000  
$11,616,450  
$2,671,783  

$14,288,233


River Rd. District to Hanover=6000 lineal feet. Two low-pressure pumps required


                 Pipe            Pump      P+P             Eng.            Total

                                                                  (23%)


@$100/ft.  $600,000  $220,000  $820,000      $188,600      $1,008,600


@$150/ft.  $900,000  $220,000  $1,120,000  $257,600    $1,377,600 


River Rd. District to Hartford.= 13,850 lineal feet. One low pressure and one high-pressure pump required


Pipe        Pump     P+P            Eng.               Total

                                                                 (23%)


 @$100/ft.  $I,385,000  $330,000  $1,715,000  $394,450  $2,109,450


 @$150/ft.  $2,077,500  $330,000  $2,407,500  $553,725  $2,961,225


Rt.5 South District to Hanover=7850 lineal feet. One low-pressure pump required


Pipe             Pump      P+P             Eng.               
Total

                                                                    (23%)


 @$100/ft. $785,000  $110,000  $895,000      $205,850           $1,100,850


 @$150/ft. $I,177,500 $110,000 $1,287,500     $296,125            $1,583,625


Rt. 5 South to Hartford=5225 lineal feet. One low-pressure pump required


              
Pipe              Pump       P+P             Eng.                
Total

                                                                    (235)


 @$100/ft. $522,500  $110,000   $632,500        $145,475             $777,975


 @150/ft.  $783,750  $110,000  $893,000         $205,562            $1,098,562


Capital costs for an entire system connected to Hartford


       Village including Hawk Pine +Hopson Rd 70018 lineal feet


        River Rd                                               6000 lineal feet


        Rt. 5 south (minus 10A 0r 1500ft.)             6350 lineal feet


                                              Total              88718 lineal feet 


Four low pressure and one high-pressure pump required 


                Pipe          Pumps         P+P         

 Eng.                 Total   


                                                                 (23%)


 @100/ft $8,871,800 $660,000  $9531,800    $2,192,314          $11,724,114


 @150/ft.$13,307,700 $660,000 $13,967,700 $3,212,571        $17,180,271


Plus Contingency fee of 20%


Total construction cost for Norwich sewer system, not including expansion of Hartford plant and not including the cost of a bond


                                                                          Low  $14,068,936


                                                                         High   $20,616,325


Cost of adding capacity to Hartford treatment plant


Mr. Hunter Rieseberg, Hartford’s Town Manager,  has indicated that, subject to Select Board review and approval  Hartford might be able to accept from Norwich up to 100,000 gallons of sewage per year. This would necessitate up grading pumps, valves main size etc. at a cost of $500,000 to $1,000,000.


Other figures indicate that Hartford has 9991 gallons of reserve capacity at this time. Presumably this discrepancy is related to the fact that Hartford will  reduce the amount of storm water handled by the plant thereby adding  reserve capacity.  According to the EPA  the long term consequences of  ”tightening up the system” may be less than expected. 


Average costs for constructing additional plant capacity estimated by Dufresne-Henry are between $10.00 and $15.00 per gallon received.  The projected # of gallons based on the volumes generated by the current Fire District, and estimates based on low and high density build outs of Rt. 5 South District and the River Rd District are as follows:


Fire District     60,000gpd.


Rt.  5 South (Dresden included at 4 units/acre 91140gpd.


Rt. 5 South Dresden included) at 8 units /acre 182280gpd


River Rd. 4 units /acre 245480gpd


River Rd 8units/acre 45080gpd


  Total at 4units/acre +current Fire District  221,700gpd


  Total at 8units/acre+current Fire District  287,360gpd.


Hartford construction costs for 287,360 
at $10,00/gallon=

$2,873,600


Hartford construction costs for 287,360
at $15.00/gallon=

$4,310,400


Water for River Rd and Rt5 South-


 If municipal sewerage served Rt. 5 South and River Rd. a significant additional demand for water for human consumption, fire protection and commercial development would occur and extension of municipal water to those areas would be required


Currently the Water District delivers approximately 61,000 gallons per day to its subscribers. The aquifer now used is an almost limitless source, which is replenished by waters from the Connecticut River. At the current rate of pumping, it takes approximately one hundred and twenty five days for water to filter from the river into the aquifer. As the rate of pumping increases, the filtration rate is shortened. At a volume above 125,000 GPD   chemical and microbiological assessment could trigger the need for a water treatment facility.                                                                 


Extension of water to River Rd.- Lewiston could be achieved by a connection to the existing system at the junction of Rt. 5 and Lower Loveland Rd., paralleling River Rd. and connecting with the current system at the junction of Mckenna Rd. and Rt.10A. Currently an antiquated spur serves Lewiston from Mckenna Rd. The total distance for the Rt.5-Lewiston system would be approximately 9400 ft.


Extension of water along Rt.5 South to the Hartford border could be achieved by a connection to the current system at the junction of Rt.10A and Rt. 5 south. The distance to the Hartford town line is approximately 5500 ft.


12-inch pipe at a minimum would be desirable. If it was anticipated that water would be sold to either Hanover or Hartford larger pipe might be considered. (District Administrator, Prudential Committee)


In sum, a total of 14,858 feet of pipe would be required. The estimated cost would be approximately $100 per foot or $1,485800 plus an Engineering fee of .23 plus a contingency fee of 20%. 

Pipe            

 Eng.        
 Contingency   


Total


$1,485,800 + 

$341,734 +
 $182,934   =  



$2,010,468


Since sewer lines and water lines must be laid at least ten feet apart, the cost savings of doing the two at the same time is approximately 5%


$2,010,468 less 5%=$1,909,945

A.  Twenty-year bond at 6% to cover these costs would be $3,330,180


B.  Maintenance and repair costs


These estimates are derived from an extrapolation of costs of maintenance incurred by the town of Williston Vt., which processes 600,000gallons per day. Whether there is a reasonably close linear relationship between the volume handled and the cost of maintenance is problematic but it provides a place to begin.  


The maintenance cost to Williston, excluding capital costs is $618,000 per annum. Based on a similar ratio of approximately one dollar per annum for every gallon processed per day the cost for maintenance of River Rd. and Rt. 5 South collectively would run between $43,000(4units per acre) and $227,000(8units per acre) Based on current water usage in the village (60,000) gallons per day), the maintenance cost for the village would be approximately $60,000 annually.


C.  User fees paid to the recipient town


Although the cost of disposal can vary according to the nature of the effluent it is anticipated that user fees paid by Norwich to either Hanover or Hartford would be based principally on volume. Presumably the Town of Norwich would levy a tax on individual users also based on volume which would offset the cost of disposal.


 In Hartford the current retail sewer tax is $3.90/1000gallons.   A volume of  43,000 to 227,000gpd. has been calculated for River Rd and Rt. 5 South together based on a build out of 4 units or 8 units per acre.  A retail tax of $3.90/1000gallons would cost the town between  $103 and $545 per day or an annual cost of$37,595 to $198,925 The annual cost of Village septic would be $52,560 based on current water consumption


D.  Bonds


Currently Municipal Bond Rates are less than 5%. Dufresne-Henry recommends that 6% be used for planning purposes. The constant for determining the annual cost of a twenty-year bond at 6% is .08718.


A theoretical alternative is the State Revolving Loan Fund with a rate as low as 1%. Applications for these loans are prioritized according to need and are usually awards are usually made in response to an existing problem. It is reasonable to assume that Norwich would have difficulty qualifying but the possibility should not be excluded.


E.  Summary of costs                                                                                                       


The high estimate costs for sewer and water for Route 5 South and River Rd.  plus the Village including Hawk Pine and Hopson Rd.  is $25,117,719. If this were paid for by a bond at 6% for twenty years the total cost would be approximately $43,795,260.


Annual costs would be


                                $2,189,762  Bond


                                $   287,000  Maintenance


                                $   251,485   Disposal


 Total annual cost   $2,728,247 


F.  Methodology for determining costs. 


If Norwich should decide that sewerage is a necessity it is reasonable to assume that because of cost, the infrastructure would evolve gradually. The number of combinations permutations and assumptions is large.  Each of the generalizations in this assessment must be reconsidered as planning evolves. 


The following methodology may be helpful


1.   Estimate the number of lineal feet required


2.   Multiply that figure by the cost of purchasing and laying   


     pipe. ($100/ft.----$150/ft)


3.   Determine the number, type and cost of pumps.  A total of $300,000 is reasonable     for most scenarios.


4.   Calculate the engineering fees (23% of capital costs)


5.   Add a contingency fee of 20%


6.   Estimate the number of gallons of sewage that will be generated in any scenario.


7.   Calculate the cost of the donor town building capacity for the sewage generated at a       rate of $10.00 to $15.00 dollars per gallon


8.   Multiply the above costs by .08178 to determine the annual cost of a 6%bond. 


9.   Estimate the maintenance costs as $1.00 annually for every gallon of sewage generated per day


10. Assume that the retail user fee would be approximately $3.90 per 1000 gallons generated


Charge #8 - Review the possibility of phasing in the project  and determine what the effect of the development will be on Norwich.


Readers are also referred to responses to Charge #9 for additional information and clarification to this question.


The question above asks whether sewer service could or should be phased, and whether phasing would be beneficial to save cost and/or to mitigate potential negative impacts that might be associated with sewer-induced development. The answer to the above question is yes on both counts – phasing is a possibility, and yes - phasing in some ways could positively reduce costs and moderate negative impacts of excessive growth and development. 


Since sewer would never be provided to the whole town, and there is no apparent mandate for sewer for public health or environmental reasons, phasing sewer is better considered in light of  other potential public benefits. This would specifically be focused on community desires to facilitate sewer to serve areas deemed by the town as appropriate for denser housing, commercial or mixed – use development as has been recently considered by a three day series of community workshops. With phasing, the locations, rate of growth, and patterns of development could be linked with sewer capacity distribution, and greater densities of housing can be accomplished. 


There are many additional aspects of the phasing that need to be considered:


Different options for phased sewer: Municipal sewer extensions to either Hanover or Hartford or development of community septic systems:


1. Sewer phasing could occur as a municipal sewer connection to either Hanover and/or Hartford to serve either existing developed areas or new growth.  Sewer service could also be in the form of community septic systems to serve planned areas to achieve higher densities at modest levels. 


2.  The economies of scale of connecting to the Hanover or Hartford municipal sewer systems                           suggest that higher levels of development would be needed to support the greater cost of sewer lines and municipal connections. 

3.  Community systems, which are typically smaller scaled, are less expensive but more limited     in capacity. have a proven track record for both residential and commercial   However, applicability to specific new sites is dependent on yet to be performed soil testing. 


4.  State permitting will require that sewer service be limited to a compact, well-planned area to                  avoid sewer-induced sprawl.


Sewer could be phased in Norwich in the following ways with the following benefits:


1. Sewer service could be phased over time through an allocation procedure that would ensure efficient use of the investment, compliance with town development regulations and optimizing payback of any public expenditures.


2. Phasing could allow time for proper planning and regulatory preparations.


3.  Community septic service, developed on a small incremental basis with individual fields, 


could be phased to provide community sewage capacity on a small incremental basis. 


However, the availability and appropriateness of specific community septic sites is mostly unknown, although soils maps give a general indication of where they may exist. 

4.  Use of innovative town - private partnerships to share initial capital and long-term operational 


costs could be developed and matched to sewer allocations for desirable commercial and housing development. 


5.  Phasing could ensure a slower and steadier growth rate instead of a sudden surge of 


additional housing and other commercial development and focus development attentions in areas that can be comprehensively planned to maximize efficiency and public/economic benefit.


6.  Costs to the town could be minimized by defining sewer service areas and a master plan for 


future development such that most of the capital cost of sewer could be paid by developers or users of the sewer service area. 


7.  Phasing could allow time for gradual implementation of a sewer system, before committing to 


a complex capital and operational cost and management system.


8.  Phasing could optimize the potential for the market to incrementally absorb new mixed-use 


     and residential uses in the town at a reasonable rate. 


Sewer phased by the allocation system 


1. The most common way that phasing is accomplished for sewer is thru the allocation of sewage capacity on a per gallon basis for commercial uses or per residential units per year. This can be for either existing development or new planned development in the sewer service district. As sewer users request and purchase an allocation, towns are typically “meter out” the allocation to ensure the capacity is efficiently used, and that the cost of the system is adequately reimbursed. 


2. One consideration in Norwich is the relationship of sewer service to the types and rate of growth that the town has seen in recent decades. According to town records, there has been an average of 15 housing units per/yr between 1990 - 2004 and 20+ units per/yr in the 1980’s. Providing sewer capacity could increase the rate of growth of the sewer served areas in the town The effects of that growth is a broad community consideration with many dimensions, and should be explored as part of the towns efforts to update it’s Town Plan. 


Possible phasing types and benefits: A larger capacity municipal sewer connection to either Hanover or Hartford


Under a municipal sewer extension approach, phasing would define a sewer a service area that could connect to either Hanover or Hartford. With adequate planning, both towns could be in a position to entertain receiving Norwich sewage. But for practical purposes, the lengths and costs of sewer line extensions suggest that connections to adjacent town sewer services could be more cost - effective if the length of piping and other infrastructure cost was minimized. This suggests that RT 5 south is probably best connected to Hartford, and RT 5/River Road north is best connected to Hanover because the distances are closest. 


Costs of service to each town could cause these assumptions to vary and the range of cost for these extensions has been provided in Charge #7. 


Area Phasing


Geographically the area of service for municipal sewer would be quite limited – the village, RT 5 south, and River road north. These are all areas on the eastern edge of the town and are adjacent to neighboring towns with sewer service. These areas have been considered as places where denser growth could take place in the future, and sewer service could be an incentive for that to happen. These new development locations also could have an advantage over other locations in that they do not impact the historic growth center of the town, but could create new well planned growth locations – new villages for the future.  


Possible phasing types and benefits: Privately or municipally owned community septic fields

On an incremental basis, community leach fields could be used to create more sewage capacity in areas that have appropriate soils. These could be located in a more dispersed manner across town, and could be phased over time as the need or opportunity arose. 


Community leach fields could be designed and built either by private development or developed by the town as a public field in town identified growth locations. Included in this scenario could be community fields to support the growth of future small village/hamlet centers, the development of a village community field to support limited commercial or denser residential development in the village proper. By the nature of their limited capacity, community fields are smaller and would support less development, and be less costly than municipal systems. 


Some possible ways to phase sewer costs:


Since Norwich doesn’t meet the criteria of the traditional state and federal funding programs that provide sewer to communities with known health and safety issues, the town will either have to pay for sewer itself or set up a system which requires sewer users and private sources to pay for sewer improvements. 


1. Define town sewer service areas, and bond to pay for sewer improvements. New development made possible by the infrastructure would be assessed a hook up fee commensurate with the bond valuation, so the areas served would pay the costs of the bond over a 10-20 year period. Operational costs would paid as user fees for the service users.


2. Define service areas and provide incentive zoning for development that would best be served by municipal sewer extensions to either Hanover or Hartford. If sewer service were to be paid for privately, development of the service area would need to be at a density level that makes private extension of sewer economically viable. The town would need to provide a regulatory structure to prescribe growth in those locations, and zoning density incentives and permit/policy support for private development to pay both the capital and operational costs of sewer to different areas. The town would also need to be a party to negotiate the provisions for connections to either Hartford or Hanover. 


3. A variation on #2 would be for the town to identify locations where community septic fields could be located in areas of high capacity soils and suitable topography. In this case the town and possible development partners would need to undertake the appropriate technical studies to guide those decisions. Once locations and field designs are known, the town could either act to implement this themselves, or allow private development to implement the fields and new development associated with them. 


4. The town, if it desired to use sewer as an incentive for Smart Growth, could pursue grant funds associated with affordable housing, and job creation thru federal earmarks, state planning grants and Federal Community Development Block Grants that may be available. In this case, the town could create a vision plan that articulates those principles, and when the state increases funding for smart growth infrastructure, Norwich could be well positioned for those funds. 


5. There are currently state planning funds available as long-term low interest loans from VT ANR (Agency of Natural Resources) for feasibility studies and technical assessments.


Some initial conclusions: 


The Village


The most expensive area of town to provide sewer would be the village proper, so under current conditions with town water and functional individual leach fields, there is limited justification to incur the estimated $8-10M that a village system could cost to install. While there is a greater density of commercial and residential land uses in the village, the community has spoken in the past that great increases in development in the village would raise concern. There appears to be little momentum to increase density, to promote more multi-family development or rebuilding at higher density. This could however, be an issue to be explored in the New Town Plan because, on one hand, the desire to preserve the village as it is today is a strong local sentiment, but new design and planning tools are available that could ameliorate these concerns. 


One limitation of the village is that there are few large contiguous areas where new development could underwrite the capital costs of sewer to the village. The perception that the village is “built – out, meaning that the number and disposition of houses has been articulated, but may not actually be the case because there are a number lots in the village that are larger than the minimum lot size of 20,000 s/f that could be either subdivided or built with additional units in future development. Traditionally sewer growth scenarios have allowed increased density through zoning.


Community Systems


Smaller scale in-ground community septic systems have been advocated as less expensive, better suited to Norwich’s small scale and more flexible for broader community use for compact development around the countryside in Norwich, as opposed to a larger municipal sewage system connected to either Hanover or Hartford. However, without any funding for technical studies, the limitations and opportunities of these systems are presently unknown. A limited trial sample of possible community septic sites that could be developed in association with new mixed use zoning and /or multi family housing should be a part of future town planning efforts. 


What will the effect of the development will be on Norwich.


Please refer to Charge #9 


Charge #9 - Determine what affect the general growth will be on the quality of life in Norwich.


There are a number of possible outcomes that could occur in a sewered future for Norwich:


If current trends continue at the hospital, and college and throughout the Upper Valley, Norwich will likely face continued significant development pressure, which could result in growth regardless of municipal sewer, community septic or not. The question of how much Norwich grows is a town decision that is broader then the scope of this study, and whether sewer can be a positive tool to implement the town’s future objectives for growth is best applied to this larger context. Consider these possibilities:


On the positive side:





On the negative side:


1. Development could become concentrated in sewer served areas of town, leaving other areas (presumably more rural) less developed.


2. Sewage infrastructure could promote growth and development of existing business. This could, on one hand, reduce the “Bedroom community” status of the town, and reduce traffic growth by developing a “walkable community” but also carries the possibility of undesirably large growth of business developments and service demanding new commercial uses. 


3. Greater densities of development could assist in the development of more affordable housing.


1. 
Greater densities of development could be inconsistent with the town’s historic character. 


2. Whether greater density would cause a commensurate lowering of development pressure on the rural areas of town is a debatable question but worthy of reflection and study.


3. The additional cost associated with a municipal sewer system could make the development of affordable housing uneconomic. 


Would sewer service negatively affect the town as a whole?


The answer would be “yes” if:

1.  The cost of providing sewer caused a       


significant tax burden upon all residents forcing long time residents to leave due 


to the tax increase attributable to infra-


structure costs such as roads, police,


or fire protection.

2.  The resultant patterns of development      compromised the historic character of the town as a whole and particularly the village or riverfront corridor.


3.  Increased density caused a dramatic and negative change in the socio- economic characteristics of the community.



Conversely, the answer would be “no” if:


1. Increased housing brought new families to town and higher school enrollment increased state education funding and lowering the tax rate and statewide contribution we make because of low enrollment and high per pupil cost. 


2. Increased density allowed for new neighborhood development similar to the beloved downtown neighborhoods in the village proper.


3. Commercial development created economic opportunity, local job 


4.   If increased traffic from new development impacted residents.


5.  If the cost of sewer was imposed upon those who didn’t benefit from its presence.


6.  If the providing of sewer caused rapid 


     uncontrolled growth that impacted every 


     resident of the community. 


7.  If “strip” commercial development were to         


     occur associated with the highway        interchange.


8 .  If commercial development were to occur such that the economic vitality of the village were compromised and vitality of institutions such as Dan and Whits were threatened.


retention, less bedroom commuter traffic, and more volunteer fire fighters.


4.  Strict access management and commercial development regulations and design guidelines were enacted with progressive new zoning. 


5.  Opportunities for a more diverse local economy based that fit Norwich’s population, or if new job opportunities were created such that people could live and work in Norwich. 


6.  If new development was sited to have good access to public transportation and along roads with good access. 


7.  Economic incentives provided by sewer, were paid for by the private sector with town facilitation, and resulted in a more diverse community.


8.  If sewer growth was efficiently planned for and managed to facilitate public benefits.


The tax and fiscal implications for town services from additional development have not been recently studied to carefully determine an optimal connection between positive and negative levels of development and the role that sewer might play.  This is a fundamental question that needs to be answered.

A measure of value:  possible development patterns and how they measure up between a sewered and unsewered future:


EQUATING SEWER WITH QUALITY OF LIFE: THE VILLAGE


Future expansion of either residential or commercial uses in the village has been determined to be relatively limited. While it has become clear that the myth that the village is largely built out to the potential of it’s physical capacity may not be true, there is a general sense on the part of village residents that they enjoy the way it is, and a strong feeling that significant change would be negative.  As stated in Charges 4-7, it is also likely that this reluctance to change also equates with a reluctance to incur the cost of sewer to the village when there are no apparent environmental impacts from the present system.


It has been stated in the past in the Norwich Community Profiles that some new downtown businesses such as a village cafe would be beneficial for the town’s “quality of life”. A gathering place as such could create a place for informal gathering and socializing. Currently few if any septic sites in the commercial district could accommodate the sewage requirements for this kind of use exist. A small - scale community system located at the village fringe could facilitate such a business development with public benefits as well. On a limited basis, on larger village lots, some additional housing could also be accommodated with either sewer or community septic and a compact, well - designed neighborhood of mixed scale housing could be developed as infill with close proximity to services. But the cost of sewer could be excessive and the change undesirable. 


EQUATING SEWER WITH QUALITY OF LIFE: RT 5 SOUTH


It was possible to discern a general sense from the mixed-use workshops that excessive commercial and residential development in the Rt 5 south corridor was seen as potentially damaging to the look and feel of the open rural landscape south of town. Adding sewer to this area could create additional pressure for development to an undesired level, and it is questionable whether the allocation of as much as 100,000 gpd of sewer capacity from Hartford could ever be efficiently used in this area with beneficial results. There are some commercial properties in this area such as King Arthur Flour that have made significant investments for on-site septic/water systems already that may be reluctant to abandon those systems to pay a


second time for municipal service. 


EQUATING SEWER WITH QUALITY OF LIFE: RIVER ROAD TO RIVER CROSSING


There has been greater receptivity to increased density and mixed uses between Lewiston and Rt 5 north in the area known as River Crossing. With the close proximity to the Connecticut River, over development of this area carries some concerns that could potentially be ameliorated by sewer instead of septic disposal, and development in this area of mixed uses could also include greater housing density than community fields might offer.  Close attention would need to be paid to the viewshed from Route 5 and the Connecticut River looking toward any development in this area. 


A self - assessment: Under what growth scenarios can Norwich preserve and enhance its quality of life and how does sewer effect that result?


Quality of life is largely a local issue and probably best measured by defining local values and local public opinion. However, in the same way as one uses a mirror to check ones appearance, there are tools available to assist town planners and other concerned citizens in the assessment and measurement of community values. Studies that might inform this consideration include:


· Community Profile 1995, Draft Community Profile 1998, Town Plan 1996, re-adopted 2001, Norwich Affordable Housing Committee Report, 2002


· Some Town committee reports indicate that some Norwich citizens believe growth is essential for Norwich to preserve and improve its current quality of life. 


· In 1995, a key issue raised among the Norwich Community Profile participants was “Growth [including] the definition of what kind of growth we want: residential, agricultural, economic/industrial (see pgs. 30 and 35-36).  


· In the Norwich Community Profile of 1998, “Commercial Development [and the] creation of a Master Plan. . .” received 99 votes, the most of the weekend (see pgs.  33-35). 


· Issues regarding general growth are addressed throughout the Norwich Town Plan with the goal of creating growth while also preserving natural resources and open land that are consistent with the town’s fiscal capacity (see especially, Chapter 3 – Land Use Plan, Chapter 5 Natural and Historic Resources, Chapter 8 – Community Facilities and Services Plan). The Norwich Town Plan does not tell us how much growth there ought to be and defines points of further investigation needed to determine this.  It also places great value on preserving scenic and natural resources and retaining the historic character of the town. 


· Objective #5 – “Determine if a public wastewater treatment system would create a basis for concentrating growth in designated areas” (see Ch. 8, pgs. 13-14).  


· The Norwich Town Plan provides a number of cautionary notes with regard to sewer and additional development.  The plan states that a strong regional economy and new technology for on-site sewage treatment, or municipal sewer, have the potential to create four or five times the number of houses as currently exist.  Were this to occur some of the advantages of a small community would be at risk.  One of the goals of the Plan is to “preserve and protect the character of the current village center….” and the rural character of the Town.  (see Ch. 3).  


An additional measurement of the potential pros and cons of development with and without sewer has been prepared by this committee, using a format borrowed from the VT Forum on Sprawl and the VT Smart Growth Collaborative. The results indicate a potential benefit from development patterns that promote compact development in mixed uses, greater opportunity from development within existing developed centers such as the village and/or the benefits off creating new compact development centers a such as a new hamlet or mixed use development at River Crossing. See Appendix 10 for a series of analyses dealing with sewered/unsewered scenarios and potential growth patterns. 


Concluding points:


In the past, there has been the perception that allowing sewer to Norwich could allow unbridled new commercial and intense residential development that would ruin the town. The town may have been spared a certain destiny by not having municipal sewer in an era that has created suburban and commercial sprawl.  


Today, however, better planning tools and state regulations are available for towns such as Norwich. Close study of the trends and results of 40 years of infrastructure defined growth gives a better understanding of the problems and opportunities associates with both sewer and past zoning and development practices. 


Most importantly, local control can guide the future direction of growth and development in Norwich that would be healthy and in the town’s best interests. The residents and non-resident property owners can and should be part of a town conversation about the community’s future and sewer service is a potential part of that equation if the Town decides to go in this direction. 


Sewer is a tool and not an end in itself.   Norwich’s quality of life is linked more to the residents than a sewered or unsewered future.


Charge #10 - Perform an analysis of Planning/Zoning Development issues that would be impacted by a municipal sewer system.


The current Norwich Town Plan (1991), subdivision and zoning regulations (2005  anticipated) do not address the policy and land use implications of sewer service but Town Plan Objective #5  “Determine if a public wastewater treatment system would create a basis for concentrating growth in designated areas” (see Ch. 8, pgs. 13-14) raises the very question that this study addresses. Consequently, there is little to work with as a basis to assess current policies and regulations since they do not exist. 


· The last rewrite of the Town Plan was 1991 (re-adopted in 1996), and readopted again in 2001 without significant changes.  The current plan reflects very few issues and opportunities that sewer raises, because sewer simply was not a consideration at the time. 


· There is no larger planning overview of the issues around sewer to use as a guide for regulatory changes that sewer service to part of town would require. 


· Many of the issues and opportunities that surround sewer are more recent phenomena than the current town plan. 


· The charter of the Norwich Fire District does not include municipal sewer.


Recently revised Vermont state regulations (VSA ) require communities contemplating new or extended sewer service to adopt local regulations to guide the development that municipal sewer would facilitate. If Norwich were to change its policies to allow sewer service development either as a public infrastructure or by a private entity, a number of state permits would be required before the system’s actual implementation. Notable in these processes would be: VT Act 250, the Federal Clean Water Act, Army Corps of Engineers permits, and the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources water supply and sewage discharge permits. 


The specific provision for sewer service that would be required by state regulations include:


· Defining a specific sewer service area where the infrastructure would be allowed, and an extension policy.


· Defining growth management tools to prevent strip commercial development or other undesirable development impacts.


Whereas, in the past, many towns used sewer as both a service to preserve public health as well as an economic engine for development, the fiscal realities from Act 60, affordable housing and other town concerns have not been dealt with in a town-wide conversation that would lead to community understanding and certainly not a consensus that sewer for Norwich is something the town needs or desires. This report may assist in further understanding by the public and lead to further town-wide conversations.


Often sewer policies are tailored to assist in promoting specific land uses deemed by the town as a public interest. These are often included as incentive zoning to promote specific development patterns and land uses such as public facilities, affordable housing, and jobs creating economic development. Also, sewer service areas can be complemented by open space plans for natural area preservation, trails and greenways and specific criteria in project development review through PRD review, cluster development growth centers etc..


For the areas under consideration, a variety of regulatory changes would be needed: 

· A defined sewer service area with new zoning districts based upon sewer service 


· Conditional use criteria for community systems 


· Design guidelines to prevent sprawl-like development patterns


· Hook up costs and connections 


· Policies for sewer allocation


· Creation of a town sewer department or contracting of sewer maintenance and management to the fire district (if they wanted to assume that job) or to a private entity


· Municipal agreements/contracts with the receiving towns for sewer service.


Detailed area studies have not been done for any of the future growth center areas of town that could be served with sewer. So presently development is uncoordinated among multiple property owners who could all benefit - and the town could benefit from those planning efforts to envision their future as sewered or unsewered. Build out plans need to be developed and educational visual materials need to be prepared for public discussion. Without those tools in hand, the future will be only talk with no visual descriptions. These are essential tasks for future study. 


Currently the town has received funds through the Municipal Planning Grant program to begin a study of  five different sites as possible mixed-use districts and to begin to engage the public’s participation. However, the grants funds may not be adequate for the depth of issues that will be raised. Additional resources to answer the technical and quality of life questions may be needed. 


As a general rule, the town’s development regulations have been exactly that – a process to regulate, channel and limit development so that rural areas of the town are not inappropriately developed. As a counterpoint to that perspective, encouraging sewer will require a different flavor of regulations that read more as incentives, provide a planning overview and inspiration, and are weighted in favor of increased development. This will require a shift to some degree, although recent work by the planning commission is examining  this.

Planning should be done that is thoughtful and comprehensive. Simple solutions should be avoided, such as limiting development densities by under sizing pipe sizes or limiting the capacity pump stations, in favor of well thought out regulations that are embraced by the town. 


In the cases where private development can pay for sewer extensions it should be encouraged and encoded in town policies. Development regulations should be crafted that link sewer use to excellent development practices, smart growth development and projects that benefit the town’s economic and housing vitality.


Excellent resources are available from the Two - Rivers Ottauquechee Regional Planning Commission and the state about towns that have made positive planning and regulatory improvements to allow for new development that is linked to new sewer service. 


Conclusions:


Current town policies in the Town Plan and development regulations under the Zoning and/or Subdivision review processes do not deal with the realities of sewer and make only slight references to sewer as a potential subject for future study. 


With the Master Plan outdated, and feelings about growth and development in Norwich unresolved at this time, it is also important that sewer not be isolated as a single issue. 

Presently, the Planning Commission is exploring issues directly relating to growth and the Town’s development policies, as the commission is planning a town wide survey, completing a rewrite of the Zoning Regulations, preparing to rewrite the Town Plan and studying the possibility of Mixed Use Districts. 


The question about the relationship of sewer to future growth that might occur in the town and how that might effect the quality of life is a very complex one.  Without clear guidance from the towns future planning goals this question must be limited in scope. 


The bottom line is that new development policies and regulations would be needed to properly guide development patterns and to govern a municipal sewer system.

Appendix 1:  History of Previous Sewer Studies in Norwich


Village septic


The central Village encompasses the business district and those residences, with a few exceptions, that are served by municipal water. This section concerns the current status and likely needs in the foreseeable future for disposal of septic waste in this area.


Over the past thirty five years there have been a number of reports exploring the needs and most reasonable solutions to septic disposal in the Village A comprehensive but not exhaustive list, followed by a synopsis of each follows. The original documents are on file with the Town Clerk or with the Prudential Committee


(1) 1967: “Preliminary Planning For Sewers and Sewage Treatment Facilities” Done for The Norwich Prudential Committee by Webster –Martin Engineering Firm


(2) Undated; “A Sewer System for Norwich” Barrett Ripley, Stephen Lotterhand and William Kinschner sent to Maurice Aldrich, Chair of The Prudential Committee.


(3) 1971: “Feasibility Study of Technical Alternatives in Norwich, VT.” Mark Werre, Candidate for B.E. Degree, Thayer School of Engineering


(4) 1971: “Sewage Treatment for Norwich” A.O. Converse, Professor of Engineering and Robert Pieri, Thayer School of Engineering


(5) 1977: “Norwich Drainage Project “ Done for the Central Resource Conservation and Development (RC&D), Sponsored by the Prudential Committee and organized by Barbara Holland, local homeowner


(1)
      A village municipal system was designed consisting of 16,000 feet of trunk, 


lateral sewers, an interceptor line of approximately7, 000 feet and an aeration 


treatment plant discharging into the river, to be located at the current site of the Montshire Museum It was designed to serve approximately180 homes in the village and commercial establishments in the business district The sewer lines were sized for a population of 3800 and the treatment plant for 1900. Substantial Federal funding was available at the time.


Pipes were placed beneath the interstate in 1967 and have been installed beneath the Ledyard bridge


(2)       This study considered four options including renovating the existing on site 


systems, connecting with adjoining towns, constructing a treatment plant or doing nothing. It was the author’s opinion that a Norwich treatment plant was the best option and that all homes and businesses in the village should be required to connect to it.  It was recommended that a sewer district be established and that only the people served should pay for using the system. Unofficially, Hanover did not appear to be interested at the time. The total construction cost was estimated to be $1,007,390. Cost to the town was estimated to be $335,000  No estimates of the projected expense of maintenance, repair and replacement were included.


(3)
This study included consideration of further extending the system proposed by Webster and Martin in order to arrive at the theoretic best match from a cost perspective between the size of the distribution system and the number of users. For purposes of modeling, the author considered extensions to  Turnpike Rd, Hopson Rd and Rt. 5 north. He also explored, for modeling purposes, a maximum build out of 900 connections in the village, assuming that each house and business had 63 ft. of frontage. (There were approximately 290 connections to the water system at the time). Werre concluded that connecting 243 of those closest to the village center would be the optimal number. There are currently 280 connections to the water system.


The author compared costs and concluded that with proper installation and maintenance of on site systems the expense would be approximately one half that of a municipal system.


(4)
This study emphasized the option of on site sewage disposal. It focused on four specific areas including Carpenter St, Church St., Pine Tree Rd., the Norwich Inn and a point source of pollution near the Norwich Pool.


The Carpenter-Church St. area was considered to be a problem because of the high water table, narrow layers of non-porous soil and a flat slope. This resulted in flooded basements and evidence of septic effluent in a surface drainage ditch. The remedial options were considered to be either lowering the ground water, installing built up leech fields or pumping the septic tank effluent to a suitable site for ground disposal. The recommendation was a combination of installing drainage pipes to lower the water table and replacement of some of the leech fields with built-up beds. The Pine Tree Rd. area was found to have good percolation but in some areas ledge lies close to the surface. The recommendation was to improve and repair the leach fields. The soil behind the Norwich Inn was found to be excellent for percolation. It was suggested that a new standard septic tank-leach field be built.


Recommendations included the following; (a) a soil Conservation Service study of Church St. (b) the Town institute a septic tank pumping and inspection program, (c) a professional engineering firm review the results of an inspection program and estimate the cost of using individual treatment systems (d) based on the foregoing the Town choose between a municipal sewer and individual septic systems.


Action;   Carpenter St. area was studied by the U.S. Dept. of Soil Conservation Service. A Resource Conservation and Development plan was presented to the homeowners of the Carpenter St.-Church St. area of the village.


(5)       A Prudential Committee sponsored, home owner organized and federally 


funded (partially) project was initiated that entailed contouring the land, clearing the swale that provides natural drainage to that area and installing a subsurface system of clay barriers and drains. Upon completion, The Prudential Committee agreed to be responsible for operation and maintenance of the system.


Growth in the Village has been very gradual during the past three decades


In 1967 The Norwich Prudential system had 290 connections. In 2003 there were 332.  Thirty-two of the 52 added in this period of thirty-six years can be attributed to Heritage Condos (8units) and Senior Housing (24 units).  In the last twenty years new or major upgrades of on site systems have been constructed in the Village to serve the Norwich Inn, Dan&Whits, Norwich Square, Marion Cross Elementary School, Senior Housing and Norwich Meadows.


In at least eight instances homes on Main St. have been converted into small business establishments. Typically, conversion from home to office space results in less water usage and consequently less septic. The expansion of the Marion Cross School has added to the septic disposal needs of that facility


The Village residential area has long been zoned for two dwelling units on one-half acre of land (4 units per acre) If Affordable Housing bonuses are exercised density can go as high as 6 units per acre. Although the vast majority of homes are single dwelling units this density was established with the tacit assumption that the soil can adequately accommodate the septic load. Obviously that determination would have to be made on a case-by-case basis.


Soil maps suggest that Village soils in most areas should percolate satisfactorily.  Percolation is marginal between Cliff St. and Carpenter St. because of a high water table and veins of clay. Unfortunately soil analyses performed by the Webster-Martin Engineering Firm in 1967 have been removed and are not available for reference. Anecdotally the issue of a high water table in this area has been aggravated by additional runoff as a consequence of development in Hawk Pine.


In the eight years from 1995 to 2003 one home system has failed in the Village as a consequence of inadequate maintenance, three have failed because of marginal soil conditions, seven dry wells have been rehabilitated and seven systems have been upgraded. As a consequence of better system design and better maintenance there is a presumption that on site disposal is improving. 


Appendix 2:  Co-operative arrangements between municipalities


There are numerous examples of cooperation between  municipalities in Vermont for the treatment and disposal of septic waste. Most are bilateral, some are multilateral. There are examples of partnerships between communities across the Connecticut River and at least one across an international border. Several  of these were visited in order to better understand the operational and administrative relationships between those towns for septic disposal. 


There appear to be no regulatory prohibitions against Vt.-N.H. cooperative programs for septic disposal


Examples of cooperative relationships include:


       Rock Island Quebec > Derry line Village VT.


       Wells River > Woodsville


       Walpole N.H. > Bellows Falls Vt.


       Westminster Town N.H. > Canaan Vt.


       Barre Vt. > Barre City Vt.


       Williston + Essex Town Vt. > Essex Jct. VT.


       Berlin Vt. (portions) >Montpelier Vt. 


Administrative relationships between towns for septic disposal.


The administrative and operational relationships between Walpole N.H. and Bellows Falls Vt. and between Williston Vt. and Essex junction Vt. were explored.


Bellows Falls


   Salient features of administration include: 


1.  Walpole N.H. bought capacity in the Bellows Falls plant. That capacity was financed by a bond payment of $448,000 per year for twenty years.


2.  There is no formal administrative relationship between the two towns.  Functionally things appear to work well.


3.  Septic received by Bellows Falls from Walpole is monitored for volume, total suspended solids (T.S.S.), and biological oxygen demand (B.O.D.). Walpole is billed on the basis of a formula, which considers each of these variables. (Examples of commercial activities that discharge an effluent with a high B.O.D. include creameries and breweries)


4.  Walpole, the sending town is responsible for the maintenance of their collection and pumping system and for the billing of the individual users


The bill to Walpole is approximately $60-70,000 per year. The cost to each household is approximately $600.00 annually. The hookup fee is $350.00


5.  A development group added an extension for commercial development They were charged $10,000 for the hook up. Responsibility for this extension was ultimately assumed by the Town of Bellows Falls


Williston+Essex Town > Essex Junction


Salient features of administration include:


  1.Total plant capacity is 3.53 million gallons per day.  Each of the three towns                                         owns capacity In 1998 the cost of an upgrade was shared by all three communities. Williston is now financing an upgrade of 2000,000 gallons per day and they will own all of this additional capacity.


  2. A tripartite agreement was established in 1998. There is a joint review committee   consisting of two representatives from each town


  3. Williston, a community of 8500 residents and 3000 connections generates on an average 600,000 gallons per day.


 4.  Maintenance costs are $618,000 per year. Deprecation is calculated at $65,000 per year


5.  Manpower requirements include 25% of a Public Works Director, three full time and one half time maintenance workers (each of whom spend one half their time on the water system.


 6.  Household costs are $1.225/1000 gallons


 7. Developers are charged $4.00 gallons for a building permit and a holding fee to cover the time between issuance of the permit and completion of the project.


Appendix 3:  Presentation by Roger Thompson October 31, 2003 - Excerpts of Notes by Jeff Goodrich and Stuart L. Richards


Goodrich’s Notes –


· Roger was the Regional Engineer from 1979 to 1996.


· Roger has a master’s degree in geology.


· Roger has 30 years of wastewater-related experience.


Dean asked Roger about the adequacy of our existing system, how to determine the adequacy, and what health protection issues should be considered.  Dean asked, for example, what is the rate of die-off for various things like Giardia, E-Coli, etc.


Roger said there are two main pathways or vectors of transmission: 1) a failed wastewater disposal system, and 2) in the water supply.  The State uses a two-year time of travel as a “moderately conservative” approach.  Large systems require a hydrogeological study to confirm/model the travel time.  Vermont also has very conservative setback distances for small systems.  There is no absolute standard.  Vermont provides a lot of security, more conservative than other states.


Lynn asked if we should have any concerns with a municipal water system.  Roger said no, our concern should be about surface contamination.


Lynn asked what we should monitor.  Roger said there is no requirement for monitoring.  Monitoring is normally based on nitrate concerns in soils near the surface, which would be a concern for a shallow water supply.  Lynn asked what the source of nitrates is.  Roger said nitrates come from biological sources.


Lynn asked about the source of suds and phosphorus.  Roger said soaps.  Suds in streams rarely have anything to do with wastewater.  Nitrate and phosphate contamination results in vegetal growth.  Herbicides and fertilizers are typical sources for such contamination.


Lynn asked again what if we should monitor anything.  Roger said he is not sure what it is we would monitor.  He is not aware of any widespread contamination that is worth monitoring.  Nitrates are primarily a water supply concern and we have a municipal water system.  If pathogen contamination is a problem, it is typically localized and does not contaminate more than one well.  Roger said anecdotally that a Town with one doctor would likely see patterns that would be the basis for establishing contamination and implementing monitoring.  Phil noted that with very permeable soils the effluent may go into the water table and not be treated with the same efficiency as less permeable soils. Jeff discussed developing groundwater contours, evaluating soils, monitoring existing wells, and different testing approaches as means for modeling and evaluating contamination if it exists.


Roger asked (rhetorically) what we would do with anything we find.  He noted that if we had a water supply that could be contaminated, that would be one thing.  Roger also noted that older systems that get replaced are improving the groundwater quality.  Roger mentioned the hydrogeological study performed by the school, which concluded that groundwater from the school site ultimately discharges to the Connecticut River.  Roger was doubtful that there would be any contamination of the river.  He suggested a simple mass balance calculation, assuming no attenuation, to conservatively predict the potential to contaminate the river.  Roger thought Wagner Heindel and Noyes performed the study.


Lynn noted that Jeff Mathias said the Joint Rivers Commission has stated that the Connecticut River does not have the capacity for another wastewater treatment plant. Jeff Goodrich noted that such a statement cannot be true and would be unequivocally false.  Jeff also understood water quality in the River has been improving over the years and that portions of the Connecticut River are Class A.  Stuart asked for a definition of classes.  Jeff said he thought the publications from the Joint Commissions listed the New Hampshire classifications and Stuart could look it up.  Stuart again asked about surface water classification.


Roger said he thought Class A waters in Vermont were designated based on the belief that there would be no contamination threat.  These waters are typically protected for future drinking water.


Subsequently Jeff Mathias said, on May 25, 2005 “... the Connecticut River Joint Commissions Upper Valley River Subcommittee cautions that the Norwich portion of the Connecticut River may not have the capacity for another wastewater treatment plant.  An excerpt from the Connecticut River Corridor Management Plan, Volume IV Upper Valley Region follows.  Note that this “segment” of the river goes from Northern Bradford to Southern Lebanon.


MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL DISCHARGES


As noted earlier in this report, there are 19 municipal and five industrial discharges into the main stream and its tributaries in this segment of the river. If this number increases, a problem could potentially occur because the lack of gradient in this segment affects the regeneration capacity, or the ability of the river to assimilate additional wastes, according to the Connecticut River Water Quality Assessment produced by the states. The impoundment area above the Wilder Dam acts as a lake without much of the mixing process found in running water. Such areas are apt to encourage the growth of algae when nutrients are present and oxygen levels are low, because of the effects of temperature and water density layering which further reduce the river's waste assimilation capacity. The main stem in this segment does, however, have the advantage of increased volumes due to the entry of major tributaries, which increases the capacity of the water to assimilate additional wastes.  Lebanon's combined sewer overflow discharges to the main stem as well as to the Mascoma River are also an issue during storm events, when they can affect water quality. Separation of the storm sewer network from the sanitary sewers is being addressed through the city's facility planning.


Bob asked about whether there are alternatives and innovation that can increase wastewater disposal system capacity.  Roger said that for existing failed systems there is a variance process because people have the right to be there.  The State’s primary focus is protecting drinking water.  The State will not issue a permit for surfacing systems.  In such cases, a holding tank may be required.  He said that what we consider dramatically substandard in the State regulations has been functioning in Norwich for years.


Bob asked if some standards are excessively conservative.  Roger said the concept is to design for the worst case, which results in standards that some may consider excessive.


Jeff noted that the State might consider reductions in setbacks, depending on the issues.  Jeff also discussed factors of safety in design and that professionals debate the factor of safety when designing by State standards.  Depending on issues from flows to soils, a range in factor of safety as low as two to as high as ten might be argued.


Jeff asked about the availability of new technologies for designing systems.  Roger noted the State treatment standard is 30/30 BOD (biological oxygen demand)/TSS (total suspended solids).  The main objective of State rules that allow alternative technologies is to increase the loading rate while minimizing the bio mat.  Roger said that is why the regulations can allow doubling the flow rates for a system.


Stuart asked Roger to comment on the new regulations with respect to multi-family and density.  Roger says the new regulations attempt to take advantage of the flow averaging that will occur.  For instance, an indirect discharge permit for 13 houses may now accommodate 20 houses.


Stuart asked if soils and other technical aspects could provide a break too.  Roger said that the old regulations required 24” to bedrock and seasonal high water table.  The new regulations are based on a performance standard for 18” of soil above the water table.


Stuart asked about if there are benefits from the new regulations with respect to higher density.  Roger said that the new regulations essentially accommodate 10 houses where 8 were previously possible.


Bob asked about the need to maintain replacement areas in the design.  Roger said this requirement is still in the regulations to plan ahead for failure.  He said there is a 50/50 chance replacement areas will not be required.  Roger said stone and other components must be disposed of properly at $60/ton during replacement because it is considered hazardous waste by the State.  A replacement area allows the existing system to rest for reuse or until the bed materials are no longer considered hazardous.  Roger noted that the new regulations are based on political decisions more than anything else.


Phil noted that replacement systems may be built for the existing capacity, or the new rules will apply.


Jeff asked about a comparison between flow rates generated for on-site versus municipal disposal, which was the intended follow on question to Stuart’s query about multi-family and density considerations.  Roger noted municipal sewer rates consider 70 gallons per day per capita. Roger explained how the new rules could arrive at that flow in a multi-family setting.


Jeff asked about the possibility of creating a basal area (the creation of receiving soil if the existing site conditions are inadequate).  Roger says if the system will discharge effluent to the surface, the State will not allow this, except in Addison county where houses are on clayey soils.  The rules basically require 18” to bedrock or seasonal high water table for a suitable site and adding soil to create a viable site is not currently in the regulations.  There was a back and forth discussion between Roger and Jeff to clarify the meaning of basal area and the possibility of creating receiving soils if effluent does not surface.  Roger noted that this is not currently in the regulations.


Stuart asked about the Secretary of State saying that the new regulations will make Vermont 50% more developable.  Roger said he did not agree with this characterization.  The Secretary of State was specifically speaking about the potential impact from very general slope information provided by the Natural Resource Conservation Service with respect to slopes ranging from 20% to 30%.  Roger said that there are simply not 50% more sites.  Right now, slopes for on-site wastewater disposal systems are limited to 20%, which is a political decision, not a performance based decision.  Roger noted that there are different rules for systems over 6,500 gpd and that slope requirements may be different.  These are the rules that would govern a community system.


Jeff asked if Roger is aware of any problems with existing on-site wastewater disposal systems.  Roger is not aware of very many issues since 1976.  Problems, if they occur, typically relate to older systems.  Roger said that Phil is the expert in Norwich.


Phil noted that he only calls Springfield if the system is not “grandfathered” or is a commercial system.  Cook used to get permits, but others did not.  Failures have typically related to maintenance rather than soils or other things.  There is a surfacing issue in certain areas in the Village.  Some people are also ending up with funny looking back yards as they replace systems along Carpenter Street.


Bob noted that things injected in the soils through a wastewater disposal system would not be put in the ground with a municipal system.


Jeff asked about Roger’s thoughts concerning a community on-site wastewater disposal system for the Village.  Roger noted the area would have to be very large, with permeable soils, and would likely require capacity to deal with at least 30,000 to 40,000 gallons.  Roger emphasized the need to find a large area with good soils to deal with this kind of flow.


Lynn said that there is a rumor that we are sitting on a cesspool.  Roger said he does not know about that, but it is not likely.  Roger noted that effluent percolating through just a few feet of soil loses its smell, even after as little as one foot.  Color diminishes too.


Stuart asked if Roger has a concern about the possibility of a cesspool.  Roger said no.  Roger asked what the goal of the community would be with a municipal water system and stated that if drinking water were an issue, concerns would be appropriate.  Maybe then borings and testing would be needed.


Appendix 3 Continued


Richards’ Notes -


Roger Thompson, Program Manager, Wastewater Division of Environmental Conservation Dept.  He is a geologist who administers  the regional district engineering offices of the Dept. of Environmental Conservation.  He deals with sewage flows up to 6500 gpd.  (at 140gpd per bedroom-70 gpd per person is the new state standard -  this is about 46 bedrooms.  Depending on credits for elderly housing, or linked units with pre-treatment, this could mean more bedrooms).


Seibert - Do we have a problem that needs solution?  Thompson -  If a system surfaces, contamination of drinking water is a vector of disease transmission.  Viruses require physical separation from drinking water.  2 year time of travel or 200’  from sewage is a state requirement.   50’  separation from a municipal water pipe is required also.   Nitrate is a byproduct of human wastes.   Suds may be a concern, its a naturally occurring  concern. (See comments of Tom Willard in Appendix 4 below for further information).


There may be contaminants in the water table from untreated waste in the village due to very permeable soils.—Dechert


Thompson- It is not a significant problem if the ground water is polluted as long as there is municipal water supply and so long as it doesn’t flow into surface waters.  Thompson doubts that  ground water would affect the Connecticut River.  He said it is unlikely that the smells reported anecdotally are pollution.  (e coliform lasts only a few days in the soil).  The cause of smells coming from drilled holes which have been reported anecdotally is most likely vegetative or chemical, but not generally harmful.  Heindel and Noyes did a study of school’s pollution.  Connecticut River is now an A stream no longer a D stream.


Thompson referred questions on surface water quality to Wally Maclane - water quality division to answer questions about surface water quality and said he would forward state surface water quality standards.  (This has been received).


Old systems in the village can be fixed with a “best fix” if it doesn’t contaminate drinking water and if it doesn’t surface although some systems may be considered substandard.  According to Thompson and Goodrich, Vermont has  conservative standards.  Goodrich - At times there may be a safety factor of 5 built in causing systems to be over-designed.  


Goodrich- thinks state setbacks can be reduced depending on the ground conditions.   


Is there a significant difference under the 2002 state specifications and regulations from the 1996 specifications and regulations that would allow an increase in density under the 2002 state specifications in Norwich?  Thompson - Under the new rules as you connect houses together you get a reduction in design flow which allows for increased density.  24” is now reduced to 18” for the separation between effluent disposal systems and groundwater.  Innovative systems are now permitted by the state. All systems must keep wastewater 6” below the ground.  Performance based systems and standards are now used rather than an inflexible standard under the rules adopted last year if a town chooses to adopt these rules.(Norwich has not adopted the new rules and standards).  Scientific evaluation is necessary by a qualified technician or engineer who is required to use the performance standards.   


Thompson- The new state specs and regulations allow considerably more density and could be used to promote elderly housing, affordable housing, etc.   VT requires replacement fields.  You have to meet the minimum soil conditions.  The former Secretary for the Agency of Natural Resources, Scott Johnstone said that adoption of the new standards in 2002 had the potential to increase developable land by 50%.  Thompson said that the Secretary’s comment applied to a proposal to increase slopes to 30% from the existing 20% but this proposal was not adopted and the existing slope requirement is not to exceed 20% for installation of on-site septic systems.  The newspapers reported the Secretary’s comment as a blanket statement that related to all the changes in the regulations and specifications which were adopted.  (In a phone conversation that I had with Thompson after the meeting he confirmed that in his opinion there would be significantly more developable land as a result of the June, 2002 changes irrespective of whether there was a change in slope requirements.)


Condition of existing Norwich systems -  Thompson is not aware of problems with systems built since 1976.  They have functioned pretty well.  If problems exist they are most likely from older systems.  Some people may fix up their systems without  getting a permit.  Failures are related to maintenance issues.  Thompson said ground water quality will improve over time because replacement systems will need to conform to newer and more stringent Vermont rules. 


Some people in town have commented, “We’re sitting on a cesspool”.   Thompson said -    What is the goal ?  If it’s not going to be drinking water and it doesn’t affect drinking water then don’t worry and it is unlikely that “you’re sitting on a cesspool”.


A reduction to 105 gpd for senior living is permitted.  Some possible locations for off-site sewage disposal may be under protective easements.  Investigate these parcels of land and others for possible multi family disposal systems i.e.-Warner meadows, Milt Frye Land, Betty Booth land and others.  Rather than build a municipal system these or other parcels could serve as off site disposal areas.


Appendix 4 Comments of Tom Willard


Notes from discussion between Stuart Richards and Tom Willard, Deputy Director, Agency of Natural Resources, Water Quality Division. 11/3/03


This discussion related to surface waters.


C and D classification for surface waters have been discontinued.  The current categories are:


A.1. Ecologically significant water which are high altitude and pristine A.2.  Water Supplies- high chemistry but low biological standards


B.  All other waters 


1.  Waters almost in their natural condition without much human or other impacts.


2.  Most other water


3.  Water where flows have been restricted by dams or other means


With regard to the presence of  E.coli in streams, you should differentiate between that which comes from human waste and that which may come from other warm blooded animals such as beavers, ducks, farm animals, etc.  When looking at Frank Olmstead’s results and for other future studies, if any, it would be helpful to know the weather conditions - rain (heavy,light), temperature, etc.   Willard did not feel that the E.coli numbers presented by Olmstead represented a problem.


With respect to suds which appear in the spring and fall, Willard said that these are generally naturally occurring and generally caused by surfactants such as pollen which tend to break up the surface tension of the water and create suds  They are usually nothing to be concerned with.  John Lawe said much the same at a subsequent meeting.


Willard referred me to Stephan Syz, a regional planner who is available to go over any  test results and discuss our concerns.  He also can help in any studies that we might want to design.


Appendix 5 – Soils Map of Norwich and On-Site Sewage Disposal Failures





Appendix 6:  Conservation Commission Study


To:  Norwich Conservation Commission


From:
Frank Olmstead


Re:
Summer 2003 E. coli water testing


Date:
October 17, 2003


Background


Beginning in early May of this year, several members of the Conservation Commission collected monthly water samples from Blood Brook (and at one site on lower New Boston Brook) The samples were taken to Fall Mountain Water Testing of Charlestown, New Hampshire for laboratory analysis of E. coli.  There were a total of four sites, but each site was not sampled every month.


The sites, by number and with the person responsible, follow:


1. Blood Brook near the Elm Street Bridge (Warren Thayer)


2. New Boston Brook near the town transfer station (Lee Michaelides)


3. Blood Brook on Beaver Meadow Road near the catholic church from the Huntley Drive side (Frank Olmstead)


4. Blood Brook on Turnpike Road below Dream and Do Farm (Frank Olmstead)


During the summer of 2002 we had planned to conduct much more extensive sampling throughout the greater Blood Brook watershed, including sites on Charles Brown Brook, Bragg Brook, and several more sites on Blood Brook and New Boston Brook.  We had originally planned to use a do-it-yourself plate/sample test kit called Coliscan EasyGel.  This was recommended by Geoff Dates of Hartland, a consultant from RiverNetwork, who helped us come up with our test protocol (such as it was), which was to consist primarily of ascertaining counts of E. coli and total coliform.  The advantage of the EasyGel was that the low cost of test materials would have allowed us to conduct many, many more tests throughout the watershed.


Unfortunately, we had a very difficult time reading and counting the cultured samples from this test method (specifically separating and counting the E. coli and the general coliform), and we ultimately decided that our results were not sufficiently consistent or accurate to proceed.  So no testing was done in 2002, except to try to get the hang of the EasyGel materials.  


For the first two months of this year, we conducted parallel tests using the EasyGel materials and comparing them with the “hard” results from Fall Mountain.  Inconsistencies between EasyGel samples themselves and between the EasyGel results and the Fall Mountain results led us to abandon use of the EasyGel materials altogether. Thus, we limited our recorded work in the summer of 2003 to the more expensive but accurate results from Fall Mountain Water Testing.


Goals and Practical Considerations


After much time spent with Geoff Dates of River Network trying to organize our goals and generating a variety of possible tests to meet them, we eventually narrowed down our initial work to sampling for E. coli.  This was because of the large number of in-ground septic systems that are clustered around Blood Brook, especially nearer to the heart of town.  The number sites were eventually restricted because of the relatively high cost of an individual test ($30) by Fall Mountain Water Testing and the time constraints of the individuals involved.  We have not yet acquired high quality, non-mercury water thermometers for each sampler (as suggested by Geoff D.), so we did not record water temperature at the time of sampling.  For this first year, we just wanted to collect a small amount of accurate data about the presence of E. coli and then try to determine what (if anything) we should do next.


The Tests and the Results


The established state standard for E. coli for “recreational waters” in Vermont is measured as not exceeding 88 colonies per 100 milliliters of water.  


Water samples were collected directly from a moving portion of the brook in sterile plastic bottles provided by Fall Mountain.  Each sample was about 3 or 4 fluid ounces, which was far more than enough for the tests.  Samples were placed in coolers and then brought to my (Frank’s) office and placed in a refrigerator.  An employee of Fall Mountain came by to pick up the samples later in the day, at which time they were placed in his cooler for transport to Charlestown.  I am confident that we kept the samples sufficiently cool until they reached Charlestown.


Tests of the following sites were taken on the following days:


· Site #3 on May 6, 2003


· Sites #1, 2, 3 & 4 on June 3, 2003


· Sites #1, 2, 3 & 4 on July 8, 2003


· Sites #1, 2 & 3 on August 5, 2003  (Note: The location of site #2 on this day was a little above the transfer station, whereas sampling on the other occasions was a little below.)


· Site #1 on September 2, 2003


The results were as follows:


Results in 


Date
Sites by number

colonies/100 ml    

Comments


5/6/03

#3


20clny/100ml

rapid water flow


6/3/03

#1


16clny/100ml





#2


46clny/100ml


#3

67clny/100ml

rapid flow


#4


<1clny/100ml

rapid flow


7/8/03

#1   


660clny/100ml




#2


42clny/100ml


#3


131clny/100ml
flow was very slow; air


temp. about 80 dgr.




#4


138clny100/ml










8/5/03

#1


280clny/100ml






#2


160clny/100ml




#3


200clny/100ml


9/2/03

#1


92clny/100ml






What does it mean?


The short answer is, “I don’t know.”  There seemed to be an increase in E. coli during the warmer months and when the water flow slowed down, but these variables were not controlled or recorded in any careful manner.  I think it would be unwise to conclude much from this.  


It is also evident that site number one (Blood Brook near the Elm St. Bridge), which is the site farthest down the brook, had one extremely high count.  It is possible that someone with some expertise in the area of water quality would be able to conclude something from these results, but I have my doubts. 


Where next?


I am not sure about where to go from here.  Because there were some E. coli spikes in the warmer months and because Blood Brook and its major tributaries are so prominent in town, it is tempting to continue testing.  If this seems to be the sentiment of the Commission, I would suggest that the above results be given at least a cursory review by some knowledgeable people and that we seek input on how to tighten up and record any pertinent variables, possibly such as water temperature.  


Note:  I checked with Jill Kearney at the Recreation Dept. about E. coli tests at the pool this summer.  Jill located one result of a sample taken on July 7, 2003.  The test was submitted to the lab at the State of Vermont, and the result was 77clny/100ml.  This is interesting to compare/contrast with our four samples taken the next day.


f\conscom\ecoli03.doc


Please note that as of August, 2004 the Conservation Commission has received a grant to do an additional study along Blood Brook.  The testing is ongoing at this time and no data has been released or conclusions reached at this time.


Appendix 7 Continued  Lindsay Putnam’s Comments


From ???@??? Mon Oct 20 14:27:34 2003


Date:
20 Oct 2003 14:27:34 EDT


From:
Stuart L. Richards 63


Subject:
Re: Sewer Study


To:
Lindsay.Putnam@valley.net (Lindsay.Putnam), lsmcgrew@sover.net, brianandelaine@earthlink.net


Lindsay,


Many thanks for your input.  It sounds like the anecdotal info regarding “suds”  should be followed up on as well as the pipe coming out of the condo area on Beaver Meadow road and the bridge under Rte. 5.


Stuart  


--- You wrote:


Stuart,


In our tests of Blood Brook we were sampling  benthic macroinvertebrates (bottom dwelling stream creatures) and assessing water quality based on pollution tolerance (or intolerance) for each species.  Our results (two different samplings last fall) indicated that, in the Warner Meadow area, the water quality was very high.  We found a large number of BMI’s that do NOT tolerate pollution well at all.  We only sampled this one site, at one time of year.


The previous fall, we did an informal walk and eye-ball survey of the section of the Brook that runs through town, in conjunction with a mapping project (presented to the Conservation Commission in 2001).  I don’t recall seeing any visual indications of septic trouble (algae blooms, etc.), with the exception of the pipe coming out of the condo area on Beaver Meadow road.  That had quite a bit of algae bloom on it.  There were also blooms further downstream in the area of the bridge under Rte. 5. I can’t say that this means anything at all except that there were plenty of nutrients available at those sites that algae like.  Anecdotally, I have heard people say that in the area of the brook behind Huntley/Sargent street, there are sometimes (usually in the spring) huge billows of some kind of foam that come down stream.  The people described them as looking like huge piles of washing machine suds.  I haven’t seen this myself, but they were quite amazed and wondered if it was some kind of pollution.


If you would like to see any of this “officially” recorded, the Conservation Commission has copies of both the reports that the students did.


Hope this helps a little,


Lindsay


--- end of quote ---


Appendix 8:  Comments on Conservation Commission Study


In Frank Olmstead’s report, he notes E. Coli spikes in the warmer months, but (reasonably) does not draw any conclusions.  When considering this information with respect to wastewater, keep in mind that high groundwater conditions typically occur between March and May.  Consequently, I would expect system failure and contamination from wastewater in the spring, when the groundwater “capacity” is lowest.  As groundwater dissipates, “capacity” increases.  Consequently, the information in Frank’s summary does not suggest (at face value) contamination from wastewater.


With regard to testing, I would be interested in seeing total coliform, E. Coli, and fecal coliform data before attempting to establish a wastewater contamination corollary.


Jeff (Goodrich)

Appendix 9:  Blair Enman Proposal for Further Study of Groundwater and Surface Water


From ???@??? Tue Nov 11 11:31:36 2003


From:
   EnmanEngr@aol.com


Date:
   Tue, 11 Nov 2003 11:31:16 EST


Subject:   Engineering Study


To:
stuart.l.richards.63@Alum.Dartmouth.ORG


CC:
cheindel@gmavt.net


Stuart:


I spoke with Craig Heindel, Heindel & Noyes. Part of your objectives are 


hydro-geology and part engineering. We would collaborate to provide coverage in both areas. In quick summary:


PLANNING


Attend organizational meeting to discuss general groundwater, surface water and wastewater issues and learn of the committee’s objectives, estimate $1,000.


Outline materials (maps etc) needed from the Town/Village, outline program for monitoring, locations, issues and then attend presentation meeting with Town/Village, estimate $3,000.


IMPLEMENTATION


Drilling equipment, ($1,200/day + $200 mobilization @ 2 days= $2,600), LAB ANALYSIS

sampling ($500/event @ 6 events = $3,000), laboratory analysis ($200/event @ 6 events = $1,200), estimate $6,000 to $7,000.


SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS


Mini-report on ground water, surface water contamination and engineering 


options and presentation to the committee, estimate $2,000 to $3,000.


Craig and I discussed tasks that you may be able to accomplish yourselves.   Several communities have set up river watch groups. You may find that if you do this and then you could do your own sampling. You may find others that have done the same and could provide some guidance. What you really need us for is to set up a program and provide the analysis that can eventually be ferreted  through the state for funding of a wastewater system, if that is in fact warranted. 


Please keep me posted. Call me with any questions you may have. I hope we may be able to work on this together. 


Blair Enman, P.E.


Enman Engineering, P.C.


230 N Main St.


Rutland, VT 05701


(802) 775-3437


Appendix 10


1. Smart Growth Index  (SGI)


SGI is a GIS sketch model for simulating alternative land-use and transportation scenarios, and evaluating their outcomes using indicators of environmental performance: 


· Regional growth management plans


· Land-use, transportation and neighborhood plans


· Land development reports


· Environmental impact report


· Special projects


EPA Smart Growth:  Smart Growth Index Website 


—http://www.epa.gov/deed/topic/sg-index.htm.  


See also the Vermont Smart Growth Collaborative website


2. Quality of Life Progress Report


see Measuring Progress:  Community Indicators and the Quality of Life, David Swain. (April, 2002).  


An excerpt from the article abstract follows:


. . .[Community indicators] are useful, within the context of an overall community-improvement process, both as a planning tool, based on a community’s vision, and as an evaluation tool to measure progress on steps taken toward improvement.  Their usefulness is maximized when they are both directly tied to public-policy and budget decision making and when the community feels a sense of ownership of the indicators through direct citizen involvement with them.  


2003 Quality of Life Progress Report – http://www.jcci.org/qol/qol.htm 

3. Upper Valley Housing Coalition


UVHC designed a set of Project Endorsement Guidelines with broad community input over a five month period that details the type of housing and development Upper Valley community leaders and citizens wanted to promote.  It should be noted that many of the people who participated in this were bankers, developers, realtors, architects and others, whose livelihoods are directly tied to promoting growth.  While based on the concepts of Smart Growth, these Guidelines looked carefully at the types and impacts of development and growth, as well as where it should be located.  Further, input from all the participants was clear that for the entire Upper Valley region to remain strong, all the communities needed to be involved.  


Selected highlights from the Guidelines


· Promote strong, vibrant, and healthy downtowns and villages


· Good access to public transportation


· Development that helps sustain our regional economy and preserves our high quality of life


· Preserving and minimizing impact on our natural resources


· A mix of housing types and sizes for all demographics within our community.  This concept runs strongly counter to the historic settlement and growth pattern in Norwich where we have primarily private stand alone homes


· Housing that serves a diversity of incomes


· Housing in or linked to a village center (or designated growth center)


· Mixed-use development that promotes neighborhood design


(For complete document see http://www.uvhc.org/endorsement.html).

1 This information derives from the preliminary 2004 Grand List in which the word “apt(s)” is present.  If “apt(s)” is not used to describe a property, then an apartment would not be included in this number.   Accuracy in this count may also suffer from an unknown number of apartments which may not actually be utilized as a dwelling space or when the apartment may not be separated from the main space within the same building.


2 This number is obtained by sorting the 2004 Interim Grand List using the words/phrases “dwl” and “house” and adding “apt” to it.
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From: Miranda Bergmeier
To: Rod Francis
Subject: FW: Plastic FreeJuly
Date: Friday, June 3, 2022 8:26:15 AM

Per your request… 

From: judy munger <munger.judy6@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 1, 2022 3:15 PM
To: Miranda Bergmeier <MBergmeier@norwich.vt.us>
Subject: Fwd: Plastic FreeJuly

From: judy munger <munger.judy6@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 1, 2022, 2:15 PM
Subject: Plastic Free July
To: selectboard@norwich.vt.us

Dear Selectboard Members,
I am writing to let you know of some valuable free resources in our area, and to be sure you know
about the Plastic Free July efforts.  This movement began in Perth, Australia 11 years ago and has
spread to 177 countries and millions of people around the world.  There are 
now 28 towns in NH in what began as 10 Towns 10 Actions. It has been spreading to VT and beyond. 
The NH group has promised to share information and resources with anyone wishing to lead towns
in this area for at least 2 years.  They publish this on their 10towns10actions website, and there are
informative webinars, etc  at plasticfreejuly.org.
I have downloaded and had printed copies of their posters and adaptable town proclamations and
related articles and would be happy to share these and other information with you.  I am new to
these groups, but very enthusiastic that together we can make a real difference by raising awareness
about how only 2% of plastics are actually recycled and 98% are choking our oceans and landfills and
affecting our health and our planet.  Simply refusing and finding alternatives for single-use plastic
bags, cups and straws could be huge!  As the founder of plastic free July and Plastic Free Foundation,
Rebecca Prince-Ruiz, said,
"Nobody can do everything but everybody can do something."

Sincerely,

Judy Munger,
Norwich, VT
802 649 7312
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From: Demo Sofronas
To: Rod Francis; Miranda Bergmeier; Miranda Bergmeier
Subject: Staffing and vacancies in some departments
Date: Thursday, June 2, 2022 1:33:33 PM

Dear Rod, Miranda, and Selectboard:

I am writing to say that I as well as many others in town are becoming concerned
with staffing in some of the departments. I totally understand the impact that the
Covid pandemic has had on the Town of Norwich, however there has to be a plan in
place to hire employees that want to make a difference in Norwich and make it a
desirable place to work. I know that the DPW has struggled to keep its workforce at
the proper level and I see some progress has been made.

I am particularly concerned with the staffing shortage at the Norwich Police
Department. As a former member of the Police Services Committee appointed by
the Selectboard, I along with other members on the committee worked very hard to
come up with the proper staffing level for the Police department. It is my
understanding that at the present time the police department is in need of two full
time police officers as yet another officer is leaving. I would urge the Town
manager to act expeditiously in filling these vacancies so that Norwich residents get
the proper police coverage that they need and deserve. 

I know that the selectboard holds the purse strings and would also hope that the
budget could be adjusted so that salary levels can be increased so that we can keep
our officers here in Norwich and not leave for a more lucrative assignment
elsewhere.
There is an old saying " You get what you pay for" so pay a little more and you will
get good quality people working here in Norwich for many years to come.

I know we have an excellent police force but we cannot continue to expect our two
remaining full time officers (which includes the Chief) and a part time officer to
provide the proper police coverage that Norwich residents need, to keep Norwich a
safe community.
It is unsafe to work many hours to make up for staffing shortfalls and also a lot
more expensive to pay overtime costs.

Thank you for your understanding regarding this matter,

Demo Sofronas
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT MAY 2022 

PREPARED BY: CHRIS KAUFMAN 

DATE: JUNE 3, 2022 

Highway Department 

• The road weight limits were removed from all Town Class 2, 3 and 4 roads the first week in May 2022.

All road weight limit signs were removed.

• Gravel roads are being graded ProGuard magnesium chloride being applied to various roads as needed

for dust control.

• A dust suppressant training was conducted onsite at the DPW by Innovative Solutions.

• The salt shed garage was cleaned and organized by DPW staff.

• Roadside ditches were blown to eliminate leaves.

• Culvert gravel inlets and outlets being repaired as needed to reduce erosion.

• Road gravels were ordered and delivered by Twin State Sand and Gravel (Blaktop) per the contract to

have onsite at the DPW for grading and culvert work.

• Green Up Day bags were picked up and delivered to the transfer station for disposal on May 9, 2022,

• DPW staff were trained and received certifications for chainsaw safety and flagging.  Roadside mowing

training course completed.

• Chapel Hill South Bridge was closed per agreement with the Town Manager and Selectboard due to

safety issues. The bridge was blocked with concrete barriers and signs posted.

• Touch A Truck Day was held on May 18 and the DPW provided a dump truck for viewing.

• The crew pushed down the metal and C&D dumpsters at the Transfer Station at least once per week.

• New Truck #2 is still at Grappone Ford in New Hampshire to address powertrain issues.  The repairs will

be made and will be under warranty.  No date for repair and pickup yet.

• Cold patch operations occurred on a few paved roads and will continue throughout the summer months.

• Two unused chloride tanks were cleaned out and are being stored in the DPW yard until final decision

on disposition.

• Mowing operations are beginning to occur on various roads.

• Responded to incidents of tree branches on various roads and in ditches.

• The cabinets in the lunchroom were installed and are awaiting the countertop measure and install in

July 2022.  See attached photo.

• New staff lockers were delivered.  See attached photo.

• New grader tires purchased for 2004 143H grader.

• As of the end of March 2022, the Public Works Department has one crew member and one foreman.

Actively looking to hire equipment operators.
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Buildings and Grounds 

• The B&G Department assisted the Highway Dept with maintenance on roads and sidewalks.

• The custodian performed the usual maintenance activities at Tracy Hall, Public Safety Building and the

Public Works Garage.

• Mowing operations, trash removal, trimming and other operations were conducted at various locations

such as Huntley Meadows, Foley, Transfer Station, Barrett, Bentley.

• Hartford Parks and Recreation assisted building and grounds staff on lining recreation fields.

• Evaluated Mean green electric mower for use on Huntley Meadows and other grassy areas.

Transfer Station 

• The Transfer Station operated in the usual manner.

• Green Up Day bags was held on Saturday, May 7, 2022.

• A cost proposal was provided by Safety Kleen to remove, clean, and dispose of the contaminated oil
stored in the 250-gallon aboveground storage tank.

• The Town is evaluating the use of clothing recycling bins by Helpsy.

• New 2022-2023 car stickers were ordered and delivered for purchase starting June 15, 2022.

• New Transfer Station fees are currently being evaluated by the Town Manager and Finance Director.

Miscellaneous Public Works Dept Activities 

The Director: 

1. Responded to resident’s concerns regarding road access permits, grading needs, culvert issues, driveway
access permits, weather issues, maintenance, trees, and drainage in addition to many other items.

2. Worked with Town Manger to address union issues.

3. Inspected various roads and culverts with the Foreman to determine areas of repair work.

4. Work with Town Manager to evaluate Moore Bridge creosote issues.

5. Evaluated training programs for staff.

6. Reviewed applications for equipment operators.

Projects: 

1. Tigertown and VT Rte 132 Box Culvert Projects

Project submittals are being evaluated by TRORC and engineer.  Work is anticipated to begin in August
2022.

2. Bridge Inventory and Priority Repair Program RFP

The Bridge Inventory and Priority Repair Report is in draft form and will be finalized once the DPW
Director meets with Stantec to review the report.
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3. Moore Bridge #12

The bridge was constructed in 1989 and had the latest VTrans inspection in 2020.  The bridge was 
constructed by Daniels Construction. The wood deck vertical tilted members were soaked in creosote 
prior to being attached and tensioned.  We are not sure if the upper wood deck just below the paving 
was dipped in creosote or not.  Based on information from the former long-term foreman, during the 
bridge tensioning in 1989, there was a significant amount of creosote released into the underlying 
waters.  Creosote is continuing to be slowly released into the waters and can be found on the bridge 
concrete supports.  We are having the creosote tested by an environmental services company and Clean 
Harbors is providing a quote to remove the plastic tarp that was installed a year or so ago, as the tarp 
has fallen and is dangling in the waters.  Per direction from the Vermont DEC spills program, we are 
required to mitigate the release of creosote by addressing the issue with a temporary solution until a 
more permanent solution can be found.   

Currently we have a proposed engineering solution from Stantec Engineers utilizing a galvalume metal 
collection system that would be attached to the underlying bridge deck to collect any dripping creosote.  
Although a proposal has been released for bids, I do not believe this to be an adequate long-term 
solution as the significant maintenance and long-term viability of the structure is in question.    

Options discussed with Miller Construction include the following: 

A. Costs for a full bridge deck replacement.  This obviously would be a rough cost at this juncture which
would include complete deck replacement with either a concrete or wood replacement deck,
including a tear down and disposal of the existing creosote dipped wood deck.  This would likely be
in the $750,000 to $850,000 range.  Costs will be more fine-tuned once we receive a rough estimate
from Miller Construction.  If funds are available and this path is chosen, the work could not likely
occur until sometime in 2023 or 2024, depending on permitting, engineering, and construction
scheduling.

B. Another option is to either replace the tarp with a strapping system or perform a test to see if we
could utilize a bituthene (rubberized asphalt/polyethylene waterproofing) membrane that could
adhere to the underlying creosote-soaked deck with plywood sheeting screwed into the underlying
wood deck to try and contain the creosote from migrating into the waters.  This of course is not a
guarantee that this option would work, and we would need approval from the Vermont DEC to
apply this mitigation measure if the test performed well.

. 
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Attachments: 

Picture of lunchroom in progress. 

New lockers at DPW. 
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FINANCE 
 

MAY 

 

PREPARED BY: FIELDING ESSENSA – DIRECTOR 

DATE: JUNE 2, 2022 

  

 May was a productive month for the Finance Department, with a full staff and few distractions we were able 
to make great headway in preparation for the close of the fiscal year. Journal entries, reporting, and other 
preparations were in full swing, and we feel confident heading into the new fiscal year.  

 Performance to budget is strong, with the Town trending towards an overall spend rate at slightly below 
budget. As has been the trend for this fiscal year, payroll expenses have been consistently under budget, due to the 
changeover in staff and the continual search employees in a tight labor market. Operational expenses are more on 
track, with lower staff levels and supply chain issues resulting in a lower overall purchase load, which is then offset by 
inflationary pressure being felt across pretty much every commodity.  

Revenue is trending right on pace, with outstanding delinquent tax balances continuing to fall. We also 
anticipate slightly higher grant revenue. Covid-19 grant funding has been strong, and we anticipate that funding to 
help boost our Fire Equipment reserve funds after covering the expenses incurred. Better Back Roads and VTrans TAP 
funding have been strong as well, allowing us to tackle several highway projects on Tigertown and Beaver Meadow 
roads.  

As we look forward to June we are continuing to focus on the year end process, meeting with individual 
department heads to ensure we finish strong and capture all necessary expenses without over-extending. We also 
anticipate an increased focus on tax bill preparation to ensure a smooth and efficient tax season later this summer.  
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NORWICH FIRE DEPARTMENT  
MAY SB REPORT 

                                    
 

PREPARED BY: CHIEF ALEX NORTHERN 

DATE: 6/1/22 

 

 
 
 
  

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  
 
 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 

The department had its’ first wilderness response of the summer season recently. For my monthly report, I 
would like to share some tips regarding wilderness hiking safety. Norwich is blessed with many miles of trails. 
With many new folks in town, who may be from away and not familiar with the joys and perils of the woods, 
I feel the need to share some safety tips for those day hikers who may be unprepared for our out-back. Below 
are five points that should be adhered to when in the wilderness.1  

Inform Someone of Your Whereabouts: Ahead of your hike, let a family member or friend know your trip 
itinerary. You can also use satellite messengers or a GPS to ping your location at check-ins. Mark your progress 
in logbooks in case a search and rescue is necessary; if you sign with a trail name instead of your formal name, 
make sure your trusted family member/friend knows that information too. The trail community can be 
supportive, but stranger danger is a real concern. If you ever feel unsafe around someone, listen to your intuition 
and move on. Let others know. 

Anticipate Weather Emergencies: Failing to check the weather is a common, and dangerous, hiker mistake. 
When hikers don’t check the weather forecast and the trail conditions, then they’re unlikely to have adequate 
gear or a contingency plan in case weather rolls in. Here are some seasonal conditions to anticipate and how to 
prepare: 
 

• Precipitation. Rain may be common through spring and summer; check the forecast and pack rain gear 
and waterproof boots. Having dry socks on hand is crucial in all seasons, when sweat, mud, and rain 
may promote blistering. Take off and dry out your wet clothes when you can to prevent chafing and 

1 Green Mountain Club; August 26, 2021 by Angie Hilsman 
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hypothermia. (Pro tip: a lunchtime siesta is the perfect time to take off your boots and dry out your wet 
socks and layers in the sun.) 

• Sun exposure. Too much sun can cause emergencies as well. Prevent snow blindness with proper eye
protection. In summer, protect yourself from sun sickness with proper layers, breaks in the shade,
adequate hydration, and sunblock.

• Daylight hours. Daylight savings throws everyone off, but when you’re having a good time on the trail,
it’s also easy to just lose track of your daylight hours. Pack a headlamp or flashlight; an emergency
blanket or tent is helpful if you get caught out in the dark. Know ahead of time when the sun sets and
add a buffer for the daylight available below the canopy.

• Water sources. Be aware that through summer and drought periods, some water sources may be dry.
Pack adequate water (and drink it!) to avoid dehydration and help your body recover. And of course, it’s
always best to filter water to avoid giardia and other illnesses.

• Navigation. Weather can disrupt effective navigation. Fog and rain can hinder your vision. Bring a map
and compass and know how to use them. Store them in a dry bag or Ziploc. Always let someone know
your plans of travel and write in logbooks to mark where you’ve been (like breadcrumbs) in case a search
and rescue is necessary. Avoid summits during thunderstorms and severe weather. Use bad-weather
bypasses when necessary. And know when to turn around; the trail will be there another day.

Have an Appropriate First-Aid Kit: Proper first aid kits can be tricky. They add weight to your pack, but if 
faced with any emergencies, you’ll be glad you packed the right gear. Our rule of thumb is to pack items that 
have multiple uses. Use tweezers to remove ticks or clean out a wound. Athletic tape can become blister 
prevention or stabilize an ankle. 

When packing your first aid, it’s important to consider the group size, the length of trip, the activity, risk 
factors, and any special needs. Keep an index card or medical ID tag outlining your name/age/emergency 
contact and any pertinent medical information (such as underlying health conditions, medications, and 
allergies) in case someone needs to assist you; in a group setting, the trip leader should be aware of others’ 
health conditions. Additionally, it’s important to note that you never want to administer treatment if you haven’t 
had proper training.  

Filter Water from Backcountry Sources: Always treat your water in the backcountry—it’s your best bet 
against gastrointestinal illness. And with the various technologies, there’s no excuse not to find one that works 
for you. Learn about boiling water, water filtration, chemical treatments, and UV purifiers. 

Respect Wildlife: While bears and moose may hog your attention, bear attacks are very rare and moose 
sightings even rarer. Read: What to do if a bear attacks and how to prevent interactions. The real buggers to 
look for are the ones you can hardly see. Ticks now thrive in all seasons; wear bug spray, tuck your pants into 
your socks, and bring tweezers for insect-removal. Never try to suffocate or burn a tick off you; this can cause 
them to regurgitate harmful bacteria – like the one that causes Lyme Disease – into your body. When you leave 
the woods, do a tick check and take a hot shower to spot and remove these arachnids. 

Additionally, know when mosquitos, black flies, and Hymenoptera (wasps, hornets, bees, and ants) are active. 
If you have seasonal allergies, carry antihistamines or an EpiPen to prevent emergencies. Most wildlife is active 
during the warming months, early spring to late fall. Poison ivy and poison sumac are both present in 
Vermont. Know how to identify, avoid, and treat potential reactions. 
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Know that 9-1-1 isn’t always an option for emergencies in the backcountry. Providing help can be time- and 
resource-consuming and puts others at risk. Know how to get yourself out of the woods safely, and when to 
turn around. Never push yourself or others into a hazardous situation. The trail will be there tomorrow, so 
prioritize your safety so you can later enjoy it. 

FIRE CALLS 13 

EMS CALLS 14 

FIRE MUTUAL AID 4 
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RECREATION DEPARTMENT 
 

APRIL 2022 
 

PREPARED BY: BRIE SWENSON, RECREATION DIRECTOR  

DATE: MAY 9, 2022 

  

Huntley Meadows had seen an increase in the amount of sinkholes and bank erosion this season.  Fortunately, the 
Conservation Commission was already working with the White River Conservation group to replant the riparian buffer 
with native trees and shrubs.  This was accomplished with volunteers from the Conservation Commission and 
Norwich Recreation, as well as professional arbor installation from Redstart Forestry.  The area will continue to be 
fenced all for the time being.  We have closed one trail, and our baseball parents rototilled/raked and tamped a new 
pathway.   

Huntley’s tennis courts are more damaged than before.  Last fall, tape was laid down without permission, damaging 
courts 2 & 3.  The paint peeled up when Adam tried to remove it.   Court 1 was already peeling and had several 
“dead” areas.   All four back courts are peeling up in large sheets.  We had two arbor companies come down last fall 
to evaluate the overstory from the pines, and they both agreed that the pines need to either be topped, thinned or 
completely taken down.  This will need to be planned carefully, due to the proximity of our very active baseball 
outfield.  I have contacted both of our tennis surfacing companies and neither has openings now, but we are on their 
radar for an evaluation when they are in our area again.  River Valley Club is helping with finding new contractors, 
since they would like to host camps and clinics again this year.  

Summer camp registrations opened with a 30% increase in fees.  We opened 8 camps on 4/23.  

Youth Advisory Council (6th grade) hosted their first event at the bread oven. They sold 45 pizzas with donations from 
Ramuntos, Cabot Creamery and King Arthur Baking.   

Foraging Forays had 10 residents join on April 23rd at Parcel 5.  Participants ranged from 6 years old to 47.  We 
identified ramps, dandelion, chaga and strawberry.   

Safe Zone Facilitators joined with Massachusetts and Maine to form our Northeast coalition.  Each is putting Safe 
Zone into the hands of our administrators, who will form state-level DEI committees that will look beyond race to 
delve into the ways are states are already diverse.  

Blueprint Vermont hosted a call with Norwich Recreation (as a town-level administrator) and Vermont Parks and 
Recreation (as a state-level administrator).  We discussed ways that recreation and healthcare benefit each other, 
and how our existing programs could be marketed to promote health to a wider, multigenerational community.  
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Intermunicipal Regional Energy Coordinator Progress Report 

Town of Norwich 

May 2022 

• Electric mower demonstration: Organized an electric mower demonstration on 
May 25 for the Towns of Norwich and Woodstock. See Attachment 1 for pictures. 
Representatives from Gravely, Greenworks, and Mean Green Mowers brought 
their equipment for the demonstration and answered questions. Members of the 
Norwich Public Works Department came to test the mowers, as well as electric 
tools such as a leaf blower, a string trimmer, and a chainsaw. Mean Green lent 
Norwich one of their mowers to test out in their operations over the past week.

• Tracy Hall energy analysis: Continued working with the Town Manager to assess 
the town’s options for moving off of fossil fuel at Tracy Hall, and completed a site 
visit on May 20.

• IREC Steering Committee: Organized and hosted a meeting on May 26 among 
the IREC Steering Committee and energy committees from IREC towns to finalize 
the regional climate action plan. See Attachment 2 for pictures. At the meeting, 
the town committees selected two community-level actions from a list of 18 that 
they will collaborate on over the coming year.
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 Attachment 1 – Electric Mower Demonstration 
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Attachment 2 – IREC Climate Action Plan Meeting 

About 20 residents from 6 of the 7 IREC towns 

attended the IREC Climate Action Plan meeting. 

Each energy committee ranked actions on 

an impact/effort matrix. 

Attendees voted for their top actions, thinking 

about the actions in terms of the following 

criteria: equity, feasibility, impact on emissions, 

and enthusiasm to work on the action. Two 

actions (developing green guidelines for 

residents/businesses and increasing 

compliance with the state’s Residential 

Building Energy Code) rose to the top. 
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LICENSE AGREEMENT 

THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT (“Agreement”), made as of the _____ day of 

_____________________, 2022, by and between the Town of Norwich, a municipality 

located in the County of Windsor and State of Vermont (hereinafter referred to as 

the “TOWN”) and the Norwich School District (hereinafter referred to as the 

“DISTRICT”), a member district in School Administrative Unit (SAU) 70, an 

interstate school district comprising the towns of Hanover, New Hampshire, and 

Norwich, Vermont (hereinafter referred to individually, a “PARTY” and, collectively, 

as the “PARTIES”).  

WITNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, by Warranty Deed of Archibald M. Peisch and Josephine L. 

Peisch, husband and wife, dated March 27, 1974, and recorded in Book 49, Pages 

27—29 of the Town of Norwich Land Records, the TOWN owns a +/— 35—acre 

parcel of land, known as the Milton Frye Nature Area (the “MFNA”) (a/k/a the 

“Norwich Nature Area” or “Protected Property”), that is located southerly of the 

DISTRICT’S property on which it operates the Marion Cross Elementary School; 

and 

WHEREAS, by Warranty Deed of the Norwich Town School District, dated 

May 5, 1977, and recorded in Book 55, Pages 302—304 of the Town of Norwich Land 

Records, the District conveyed three parcels of land to the Town, including the 

Huntley Meadow, pursuant to voter authorization and conditions established in the 

Warranty Deed which provide as follows: “To determine whether the Norwich Town 

School District shall convey the Huntley Meadow property to the Town of Norwich, 

Vermont with the express understanding that, in the event of future additional 

space needs, a portion of the Peisch property would be made available for such use”; 

and — 

WHEREAS, the MFNA is subject to a Grant of Development Rights and 

Conservation Restrictions, dated February 28, 2002, and recorded in Book 145, at 

Pages 367—378, of the Norwich Land Records (the “Conservation Easement”), held 

by the Upper Valley Land Trust (“UVLT”), and a Management Plan entitled 

“MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR THE TOWN—OWNED LAND (“PROTECTED 

PROPERTY”), Milton Frye Nature Area, Norwich, Vermont (Updated April 2017), 

recorded in Book 227, at Pages 758—765, of the Norwich Land Records; and 

WHEREAS, the Conservation Easement authorizes use of the MFNA for 

educational purposes and the Management Plan specifically contemplates the 

potential use of portions of MFNA as “outdoor classrooms” for the benefit of 

students at the Marion Cross School (“MCS”); and  
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WHEREAS, the Conservation Easement grants to the TOWN the right to 

issue licenses authorizing the non—commercial use of the MFNA for recreational 

and educational purposes; and  

WHEREAS, the Management Plan gives the TOWN responsibility to 

maintain the existing trail system in the MFNA and further provides that all trail 

building, clearing of trees for outdoor classrooms or appurtenances, including but 

not limited to fire pits, play structures or other equipment, will be entirely under 

the direction of the TOWN, in consultation with UVLT; and 

WHEREAS, the TOWN and the DISTRICT have, historically, executed 

memoranda of understanding to facilitate an exchange of access rights, whereby the 

DISTRICT has allowed the Norwich Recreation Department to access certain 

DISTRICT—owned property, for a fee, and has provided the Recreation Department 

with certain ancillary services, in exchange for the TOWN allowing the DISTRICT 

access to and use of the MFNA for educational purposes; and 

WHEREAS, the Covid—19 pandemic has resulted in the DISTRICT’s 

increased use of the MFNA and existing outdoor “classroom” spaces and the related 

need for walkways/trails that are accessible to all students, including students with 

disabilities; and  

WHEREAS, the TOWN’s Recreation Department continues to desire access 

to and the use of DISTRICT—owned property, both indoor and outdoor, together 

with certain additional services; and 

WHEREAS, the TOWN and the DISTRICT each have the authority to grant 

to the other the access, rights and permissions provided by this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the TOWN and the DISTRICT each desire to enter upon and use 

the Property of the other, subject to this Agreement, for a term of not less than ten 

years; and  

WHEREAS, the TOWN is willing to grant permission to the DISTRICT, its 

employees, students, teachers, volunteers, agents or contractors, to enter onto the 

MFNA for public educational purposes, as described above; and    

WHEREAS, the DISTRICT is willing to grant permission to the TOWN, 

acting through its elected and appointed officials, employees, agents, board and 

commission members, and members of the public participating in or acting in 

furtherance of TOWN Recreation Department’s programing, to enter onto property 

of the DISTRICT, as identified below, and to provide certain additional services to 

the TOWN in connection with its use of DISTRICT property;   
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained 

herein and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 

which is hereby acknowledged, and intending to be legally bound, the parties hereto 

agree as follows: 

A. DISTRICT’S USE OF MFNA

1. TOWN grants to DISTRICT, and DISTRICT accepts from TOWN, a right of

entry and license to enter upon and use the MFNA for educational purposes,

including but not limited to outdoor classroom spaces, outdoor nature walks

on existing trails and roads, dispersed recreational activities, wildlife

watching and viewing, removal of dead vegetation and related educational

uses and other purposes not inconsistent with the Conservation Easement

and Management Plan (collectively, the “Permitted Activities”).

2. In connection with and covered by the Permitted Activities, the DISTRICT

shall have the right, at its sole cost and expense, to install and maintain a

walkway or trail on the MFNA property, meeting all current, applicable

minimum standards/guidelines for accessible design of outdoor recreational

trails and/or other applicable provisions of State and federal law and/or

regulations related to accessibility for persons with disabilities, to access the

outdoor classrooms. The PARTIES agree that it shall be the DISTRICT’S

exclusive obligation to ensure the proposed walkway/trail’s compliance with

all applicable standards/guidelines for accessible design of outdoor recreation

trails and/or other applicable provisions of State and federal law and/or

regulations related to accessibility for persons with disabilities for as long as

the walkway/trail is used for educational purposes or provides access to

outdoor classrooms. For the avoidance of doubt, all liability related to

installation, maintenance (or lack thereof), user safety and (in)accessibility of

the walkway or trail, and related areas including outdoor classrooms, shall

reside solely and exclusively with the DISTRICT, and not the TOWN. For its

part, the TOWN understands and acknowledges that it assumes all

responsibility for the appropriate and proper maintenance of the MFNA, as

set forth in the Management Plan, which is incorporated herein by reference.

Specifically excluding the walkway/trail and related areas including outdoor

classrooms referenced above.

3. Said walkway/ trail and existing outdoor classrooms shall be depicted on a

plan prepared by a Vermont licensed engineer or other qualified individual

and said plan shall be recorded in the Town of Norwich Land Records. Prior

to submitting a permit application to construct the walkway/trail, the

DISTRICT shall submit a copy of the plans for the walkway/trail to the

TOWN which, in consultation with UVLT, may provide any comments or

requested modifications that they may have on any aspect of the
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walkway/trail proposal. Such comments or requested modifications, whether 

or not adopted or implemented, shall not relieve the DISTRICT of its 

compliance obligation under the foregoing Paragraph and any liability for 

non—compliance shall rest solely with the DISTRICT. The Town and UVLT 

shall sign any proper zoning/land use permit applications as the landowner 

and the holder of the development rights and conservation restrictions, 

respectively, on the MFNA, with such signatures not to be unreasonably 

withheld. No new outdoor classrooms shall be established without prior 

approval of the TOWN and UVLT.  

4. DISTRICT’S entry rights are specifically limited to the Permitted Activities

and shall not include any other activities unless specifically authorized by the

parties. DISTRICT shall be responsible for any and all costs related to the

Permitted Activities, including permitting costs and costs related to the

installation, operation and removal of materials and equipment necessary for

the Permitted Activities.

5. DISTRICT agrees to comply with all local, state and federal laws, rules and

ordinances, including environmental laws and zoning codes, applicable to the

Permitted Activities. DISTRICT further agrees to exercise due care in the

performance of all Permitted Activities as part of its use of the MFNA, and

not to unreasonably interfere with the TOWN’S own use thereof (or that of

the general public). DISTRICT shall be responsible for proper collection and

disposal of any and all trash or refuse that is generated on the MFNA as a

result of its exercise of its rights hereunder. In the event DISTRICT desires

to use the Property for activities other than Permitted Activities described in

Section 1, above (including outdoor fires), DISTRICT shall contact the TOWN

as soon as reasonably practicable to make prior arrangements for its

alternative use of the MFNA, which use may be permitted at the discretion of

the TOWN.

6. The TOWN will ensure that the DISTRICT, its employees, students,

teachers, agents or invitees, have access to use the MFNA for Permitted

Activities during the DISTRICT’S school calendar year between the hours of

8:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., except in the event of an emergency.

B. TOWN’S USE OF DISTRICT PROPERTY

7. During those times between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. on

weekdays, and 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on weekends, when the DISTRICT’s

property is not being used by the District, the DISTRICT grants to the

TOWN, and the TOWN accepts from the DISTRICT, a right of entry and

license for the Norwich Recreation Department, its employees, agents and

invitees, to enter upon the following DISTRICT property at MCS, for the
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approximate time periods listed, in connection with the Department’s 

recreational programming, which shall constitute a Permitted Activity on 

DISTRICT property: 

● Gymnasium (1,200 hours)

● Multi—Purpose Room (500 hours)

● Room 145 – Art Room (as needed)

● Classroom Space ― as determined by the Recreation Director and MCS

Principal (500 hours)

● Classroom Space – summer day camp locations as determined by the

Recreation Director and MCS Principal (as needed)

● Field space ― as needed for sports programs and other special events (150

hours)

● Field space for the TOWN to prepare, build and maintain a seasonal ice—

skating surface “rink” for recreational use. The TOWN shall be solely

responsible for the seasonal maintenance of such rink, including any

remedial work necessary in the spring. Further, said rink and its related

activities is specifically included in the indemnification provision in

Paragraph 19 of this Agreement.

● Other locations upon request, with advance notice

8. The TOWN, through the Norwich Recreation Department, shall provide the

DISTRICT with written notice regarding the MCS property that the

Recreation Department requires access to for recreation programming 30

days prior to the start of each season. At the earliest time possible, the

TOWN shall notify the DISTRICT regarding any changes to the schedule.

Approximate dates for requests to be submitted: 

Summer Season: May 1st 

Fall Season: August 15th 

Winter Season: October 15th 

“Mud” Season: February 1st 

Spring Season: March 30th 

9. On days when school is cancelled the Superintendent of SAU 70, or a

designee, shall notify the Norwich Recreation Department via phone or email

regarding whether the MCS property is available for Recreation Department

use. Failure to provide such notice shall be presumed to mean that the MCS

property is available for recreational programming.
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10. In addition to the access rights set forth above, the DISTRICT shall provide

the TOWN with the following services in connection with the TOWN’S use of

the MCS property:

● Full custodial services during the DISTRICT calendar school year. Such

services shall include, but are not limited to, cleaning, vacuuming,

mopping, gym floor maintenance, and trash removal. The DISTRICT shall

purchase all custodial supplies and equipment for this service.

● Limited custodial services during the DISTRICT calendar school breaks.

Such limited services include public bathroom cleaning and trash removal

only.

● The Norwich Recreation Department will incur the cost of any damage to

the school property and shall leave DISTRICT property in the same

condition that it was found, reasonable wear and tear excepted. The

DISTRICT shall provide the TOWN with supplies, equipment, and

training so that the Norwich Recreation Department may maintain and

leave DISTRICT property in the same condition it was found.

11. Recognizing the added costs to the DISTRICT, including custodial,

maintenance, security services incurred a result of the extensive access

provided to the TOWN under this License Agreement, the Town agrees to pay

the DISTRICT an annual payment of $15,730 for each of the first five (5)

years of the Agreement.  Thereafter, the DISTRICT and the TOWN shall

mutually agree upon the amount of the annual payment for the succeeding

five years using the same cost methodology used to determine the payment

for the initial period.  The DISTRICT and the TOWN shall follow this same

process and cost methodology for any renewal terms under paragraph #12.

Said payment shall be made on or before December 1 of each year.

C. General Provisions

12. This Agreement shall have a term of ten years from the date hereof. The term

of this Agreement shall be automatically renewable for two consecutive five—

year renewal terms unless either PARTY provides written notice to the other

of termination at least ninety (90) days prior to the end of any term. The

PARTIES shall annually review the Agreement to evaluate its terms and

conditions.

13. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, in the event this Agreement expires or is

terminated, each PARTY shall promptly remove any and all structures,

materials, and equipment from the Property of the other PARTY and shall

restore any damage caused by its activities to the property of the other,

reasonable wear and tear and inclement weather—related delays excepted.
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14. All notices required under this Agreement shall be provided in writing, via

certified mail, to the following addresses:

If to the TOWN: If to the DISTRICT: 

Norwich Town Manager Principal 

Town of Norwich Marion Cross School 

Tracy Hall 22 Church Street 

300 Main Street Norwich, VT 05055 

P.O. Box 376  with a copy to 

Norwich, VT 05055  

Superintendent 

SAU 70 

41 Lebanon Street, Suite 2 

Hanover, NH 03755  

15. Each PARTY shall, at its own cost, procure and maintain property/casualty

insurance coverage on all of its personal property located on the real property

of the other PARTY in an amount equal to the full replacement cost thereof,

and general liability insurance, including coverage for bodily injury, property

damage, personal injury, products and completed operations, and contractual

liability with the following minimum limits of liability: Two Million Dollars

($2,000,000) per each occurrence for bodily injury (including death), property

damage and personal injury and Four Million Dollars ($4,000,000) aggregate

for bodily injury (including death) and property damage of products and

completed operations, all as applicable. These limits may be provided in any

combination of primary and umbrella/excess insurance. All such insurance

shall be procured from a financially responsible insurance company or

companies authorized to do business in the State of Vermont.

16. Each PARTY agrees that its Permitted Activities shall not cause

unreasonable interference to the use or quiet enjoyment of the property of the

other PARTY. Each PARTY covenants and warrants to the other that it has

inspected the involved property, determined it is fit for the Permitted

Activities and accepts the property “as is, where is” with all faults. Neither

PARTY shall be responsible to the other for any loss, damage, injury or other

claim or expense that may occur to any property of the other or to any officer,

official, employee, student, teacher, agent, volunteer, invitee or guest of the

other by reason of any accident, fire or any other cause whatsoever, including

but not limited to the property owner’s own negligence except as set forth

below. Each PARTY acknowledges that as a condition precedent to this

Agreement that it shall have no cause of action against the other PARTY for

damage, injury or loss to person or property, from any cause whatsoever,
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except that which may result from the property owner’s own gross negligence 

or willful damage, injury or loss. 

17. To the extent permitted by law, the DISTRICT shall indemnify, defend and

hold the TOWN harmless from and against all losses, damages, expenses

(including reasonable attorney fees), judgments, settlements or claims for

bodily injury, personal injury (including death), or property damage arising

from or related to the installation, maintenance (or lack thereof), user safety

and (in)accessibility of the walkway/trail that is the subject of this

Agreement. Without limitation, this “indemnification” provision shall cover

any instance in which a person having the legal right to access public

educational facilities and services claims, individually or through their legal

representative, that they were unable to do so because of the design,

construction or maintenance of the walkway/trail contemplated herein.

18. To the extent permitted by law, the TOWN shall indemnify, defend and hold

the DISTRICT harmless from and against all losses, damages, expenses

(including reasonable attorney fees), judgments, settlements or claims for

bodily injury, personal injury (including death), or property damage arising

from or related to the TOWN’S entry and use of DISTRICT property by its

agents, employees, and invitees pursuant to Paragraphs #7 through # 10 of

this Agreement. Without limitation, this “indemnification” provision shall

cover any instance in which a person enters the DISTRICT’S property for the

purpose of observing or participating in a TOWN sponsored activity on

DISTRICT property.

19. If either PARTY should default or fail to perform any material covenant or

obligation arising hereunder, and should such default or failure continue for

thirty (30) days after the receipt of written notice from the other PARTY,

then the non—defaulting/non—failing PARTY may, at its sole discretion and

upon prior written notice to the defaulting/failing PARTY, immediately

terminate all of rights and privileges granted herein, and thereafter, this

Agreement and the license granted hereunder shall be of no further force or

effect. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the above—referenced 30—day period

shall be subject to extension to the extent the failure is not reasonably

susceptible of being cured within 30—days, so long as the defaulting/failing

PARTY has commenced, and is diligently proceeding with, the cure.

20. Neither PARTY shall assign this Agreement or its rights hereunder, except to

a successor entity as stated herein, without the advanced written consent of

the other PARTY, which may be given, withheld or denied at the non—

requesting PARTY’S sole and complete discretion. In the event of a merger or

similar consolidation involving a PARTY, this Agreement may be assigned to

a PARTY’S successor entity.
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21. It is hereby declared by and between the PARTIES that it is not the intention

of either PARTY to create between them the relationship of landlord and

tenant. Rather, this Agreement is intended solely to create a right during the

term hereof on the part of one PARTY, personal to that PARTY, to conduct

Permitted Activities on the Property of the other PARTY in the manner

described herein.

22. Nothing in this Agreement shall constitute or be deemed to constitute a

partnership or joint venture between the PARTIES hereto or constitute or be

deemed to constitute any Party as the agent or employee of the other PARTY

for any purpose whatsoever, and neither PARTY shall have authority or

power to bind the other PARTY or to contract in the name of, or create a

liability against, the other PARTY in any way or for any purpose.

23. Neither PARTY shall be responsible for lost profits or other consequential

damages that may arise out of a breach of this Agreement.

24. This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding between the PARTIES

with respect to the activities contemplated by this Agreement. All prior

agreements or understandings, but specifically excluding the DISTRICT’S

right to request additional space on a portion of the Peisch property to meet

its needs, as referenced in the May 5, 1977 Huntley Meadows Warranty

Deed, whether oral or written, are superseded. This Agreement may be

amended only by a written document executed by the PARTIES. This

Agreement may be signed in several counterparts, each of which shall be an

original, but all of which shall constitute but one in the same instrument. By

their execution hereof, the PARTIES waive the benefit of any rule that this

Agreement is to be construed against one PARTY or the other.

25. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Vermont,

without regard to conflict of law principles. If a dispute arises out of or relates

to this Agreement, or the alleged breach thereof, and if the dispute is not

settled through direct negotiation, the PARTIES agree first to try in good

faith to settle their dispute by mediation within 90 days, administered under

12 V.S.A., Chapter 194, and applicable Vermont court rules, before resorting

to litigation. The PARTIES shall share equally in the costs of mediation. If

the parties cannot agree on a mediator, then a mediator shall be chosen,

through a process by which each PARTY designates a third—party

representative who together shall select a third—party mediator.

26. The provisions of this Agreement are severable. If any provision of this

Agreement is deemed invalid, illegal or unenforceable by a court of competent

jurisdiction, that provision shall be severed, and the remainder of the
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Agreement shall continue in full force and effect. Thereafter, the PARTIES 

shall work in good faith to reform this Agreement to give effect to the original 

intent of the PARTIES as closely as possible. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the PARTIES hereto have set their hands and 

affixed their respective seals on the date written below. 

Date: _______________________ TOWN OF NORWICH 

By: ____________________________ 

Duly Authorized Agent 

Date: NORWICH SCHOOL DISTRICT 

By: ____________________________ 

Duly Authorized Agent 

The UPPER VALLEY LAND TRUST (UVLT) executes this License Agreement 

merely to evidence its consent hereto. UVLT shall have no other obligations with 

respect to the Agreement or enforcement thereof and nothing in the Agreement 

shall alter the Town’s obligations under the Conservation Easement and 

Management Plan, except as expressly provided herein. 

Date: ________________________ UPPER VALLEY LAND TRUST 

By: ____________________________ 

Duly Authorized Agent 
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Town of Norwich 
P.O. Box 376 

Norwich VT 05055-0376 
(802) 649-1419 Ext. 101 or 102 

 
APPLICATION FOR BOARDS/COMMISSIONS 

(and for those reapplying for continuing appointments) 
 
 
Name: 
 
Address: 
 
Day phone:      Evening phone: 
 
E-mail: 
 
Position Applied For: 
 

1. If you are re-applying for the same board/commission, how many terms/years 
have you already served?  
Terms:          Years: 
 
 

2. Would you be available for evening and/or morning meetings?   
Evening:  (Yes    No)     Morning:  (Yes    No). 
Are there other restrictions on your availability?  If so, please describe: 
 
 
 

3. Please list any experiences, skills and/or qualifications which you feel would 
especially suit you for this appointment. 

 
 
 
 

 
4. Please include service on other municipal or school district Boards, 

Commissions, or Committees both in Norwich and elsewhere and indicate 
whether or not any of those appointments are current ones: 
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gkatsar
Typewriter
Georgios Katsaros

gkatsar
Typewriter
32 Melview Rdg, Norwich, VT 05055

gkatsar
Typewriter
917-587-2415

gkatsar
Typewriter
917-587-2415

gkatsar
Typewriter
gkatsaros@gmail.com

gkatsar
Typewriter
Norwich representative on the Advance Transit Board

gkatsar
Typewriter
N/A

gkatsar
Typewriter
N/A

gkatsar
Typewriter
To the extent meetings are scheduled a few weeks in advance, no restrictions.

gkatsar
Typewriter
Currently full-time employed, with some travel and other related obligations.

gkatsar
Typewriter
Life-long appreciation for the benefits and challenges of mass transit, as a daily commuter in New York City for 15+ years, Chicago (2 years) and Athens, Greece, while growing up.

gkatsar
Typewriter
Career in finance (17 yrs.) and technology (9 yrs.), disciplines with impact on most organizations.
Recent move to Norwich (2020) creates an opportunity for a fresh perspective, where needed.

gkatsar
Typewriter
Aptitude for collaborative work, goal-oriented, and a life-long learner.

gkatsar
Typewriter
This would be my first community service position.



Please note that this application is considered a public document 
2 

 
5. Education and Current Employment 

 
Name of Company:      Location: 
Title:  
Describe your work:  
 
 

 
6. Pertinent Education and/or Experience: 

 
 
 
 
 

7. Do you feel there could be any conflict of interest with your personal beliefs, 
occupation or employer in serving on this board, commission or committee? (Yes    
No).  If yes, please explain: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature       Date 
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gkatsar
Typewriter
DBRS Morningstar

gkatsar
Typewriter
New York

gkatsar
Typewriter
Senior Vice President, CBMS

gkatsar
Typewriter
Responsible for the credit ratings methodology and analytics for commercial real estate mortgage backed securities. Managing analysts at the Assistant Vice President and VP level.

gkatsar
Typewriter
Preparing material and presenting within the company, to pertinent transaction and criteria committees,
as well as to external parties, such as securities issuers, investors, regulators and other market participants.

gkatsar
Typewriter
Cornell University, Certificate in Commercial Real Estate
New York University, Certificate in Structured Finance

gkatsar
Typewriter
Rutgers University, Master of Arts, Economics
Rutgers University, Master of Science, Computer Science

gkatsar
Typewriter
University of Patras, Greece, Bachelor of Science and Engineering

gkatsar
Typewriter
As an Advance Transit Board member representing Norwich, I would seek to understand the requirements
of the position, any challenges to be met, the perspectives of Norwich residents and commuters, the executive director and the Board, and seek to contribute to the best of my abilities towards a successful outcome
for all stakeholders. 

gkatsar
Typewriter
I appreciate the Selectboard's consideration of my application.

gkatsar
Typewriter
5/7/2022
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TO: Selectboard 
FROM: Rod Francis, Town Manager 
RE: Setting Transfer Station Schedule of Fees 
DATE: June 1, 2022 

Background 
The town operated Transfer Station on New Boston Rd provides waste disposal services to town residents and non-
residents. The range of items handled is extensive and the current fee schedule is complex and inconsistent. The 
Transfer Station crew has been requesting revisions for some years. An added impetus for reviewing the pricing 
structure and range of materials received is the expected increase in haulage costs (the Casella Agreement) and the 
expense and difficulty of handling some hazardous materials.  

In addition to the Transfer Station Norwich residents have access to the Lebanon Landfill and Recycling Facility or may 
contract with a private trash hauler. The Grand List contains approximately 1,500 residential properties, but we 
currently sell approximately 990 Transfer Station stickers. Given that some households choose to purchase more than 
one sticker, it is likely that approximately 600 households are not regular users of the Transfer Station.  

Historically, the town has subsidized the operation of the Transfer Station through the general fund. Most of this subsidy 
is directed to the cost of hauling recycling. In the past the recycling market provided more revenue. The cost of 
operating the facility will continue to rise in response to the agreement with Casella (which is tied to the CPI), and our 
own staffing and operating expenses (also tied to the CPI). In general, we are confronting cost increases in all areas of 
our operations due to our expenses being primarily labor costs combined with energy to perform the basic functions of 
government. In four years, the subsidy to the Transfer Station has increased almost 300 percent (See Transfer Station 
Returns). This increase has occurred during covid and it is difficult to predict if or when the pattern will change. Here we 
propose a fee increase to reduce the amount of subsidy (see Transfer Station Revenue). We are asking for policy 
guidance from the selectboard.  

Changes to Collection 
The transfer station currently receives used motor oil, but this is no longer viable. The storage container for used motor 
oil is not secure and used oil contaminated with water is dumped. Consequently, the used oil cannot be re-processed 
and must be dealt with as hazardous waste at considerable expense and does not achieve any recycling goals. Many 
local auto parts stores will take clean (non-contaminated) used motor oil for recycling.  

Recently we have been working with an organization exploring collecting textiles for recycling. We have been working 
with Casella to reduce costs by changing the way we collect food scraps from tote bins (picked up twice a week) to a 
two-yard dumpster (picked up once per week). As we continue to review materials and how they are handled there may 
be more recommendations to change what we collect and the associated fee schedule. 

Recommendation 
After analyzing data and discussing the operation with the Transfer Station staff and vendors, we recommend adopting 
the attached fee schedule (see Transfer Station Fee Schedule) to reduce the amount of general fund subsidy to the 
operation of the Transfer Station. 

Suggested Motion 
Move to approve the Norwich Transfer Station Fee Schedule as presented to the selectboard at their meeting of 
June 8, 2022.  
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Fiscal Year Revenue Expenses Variance Subsidy
19 147,915$    182,878$    34,963$       19.12%
20 148,796$    202,782$    53,986$       26.62%
21 156,920$    204,483$    47,563$       23.26%

22 YTD 129,643$    197,230$    67,587$       34.27%
22 PACE 148,163$    236,676$    88,513$       37.40%

23 PROJECTED 148,163$    252,201$    104,038$    41.25%
23 PROJECTED W/ RATE INCREASE 226,664$    252,201$    25,537$       10.13%

989

Transfer Station Returns

Average Annual Stickers Sold
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FY 21 FY 21 FY 22 FY 22 FY 22 FY 23
REVENUE STREAM BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET YTD PACE POTENTIAL

TRANSFER STATION STICKERS 28,000$    29,694$    40,000$    24,744$   28,279$   43,302$      
RECYCLING FEES 3,500$   3,212$      3,000$   7,425$   8,486$   4,079$       

E-WASTE REVENUE 3,000$   2,900$      2,500$   2,815$   3,217$   3,378$       
RECYCLING REBATES 6,500$   6,477$      1,500$   7,674$   8,771$   9,209$       

C & D WASTE REVENUE 7,500$   11,021$    8,000$   8,814$   10,073$   19,333$      
TRASH COUPONS 100,000$  103,616$  100,000$  78,170$   89,337$   147,363$    

TOTAL 148,500$  156,920$  155,000$  129,643$    148,163$    226,664$    

Transfer Station Revenue 
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Revenue Item Fee Prior to 2020 Fee 2020 - 2022 Proposed Fee 

Car Seats/Boosters $5.00 $5.00 $7.00

C&D Revenue
Mattress, Twin or Full $15.00 $20.00 $25.00

Mattress, Queen or King $25.00 $30.00 $30.00
Box Spring (Any Size) $10.00 $15.00 $25.00

Carpet, Small (mats, throw rugs) $5.00 $5.00 $7.00
Carpet, Medium (<10 ft) $10.00 $10.00 $15.00

Carpet, Large (>10 ft) $15.00 $20.00 $22.00
Furniture (Upholstered - Chairs couches, sofa beds) $15.00 $20.00 $25.00

Furnture Wooden, (Dresser, bureau, table) $5.00 $10.00 $15.00
Furniture Wooden (Chairs, Benches, etc) $5.00 $5.00 $10.00

Per CY $25.00 $30.00 $45.00
Pickup (bed 6') $100.00 $100.00 N/A
Pickup (bed 8') $90.00 $185.00 N/A
Toilet and Sinks $10.00 $10.00 $15.00

Bathtubs, Fiberglass $15.00 $15.00 $25.00
Bathtubs, Porcelin or Cast Iron $0.00 $0.00 $45.00

Cement Blocks, Pavers (trash can size) $5.00 $5.00 $10.00
Bricks (trash can size) $5.00 $5.00 $10.00

Pallets $4.00 $4.00 $5.00
Ladders (per ft) $1.00 $1.00 $2.00
Windows/Doors $10.00 $10.00 $15.00

Siding/Roofing/Shingles (CY) $25.00 $30.00 $45.00
Any Wood not exceeeding 4 ft in length (CY) $10.00 $10.00 $45.00

Railroad Timber, Pressure Treated Lumber (each) $10.00 $10.00 $30.00

Recycling Revenue
Metal Free Free Free
Glass Free Free Free

Cardboard Free Free Free
Zero Sort (cans/aluminum/etc) Free Free Free

Food Waste Free Free Free
Batteries Free Free Free

Light Bulbs Free Free Free
Ballasts (metal) Free Free Free

Capacitors (C&D) $0.00 $0.00 $10.00
Appliance Household w/o CFC (except below) metal Free Free Free

Appliance Household with CFC $20.00 $25.00 $30.00

Norwich Transfer Station Fee Schedule 

Notes

discontinue CY Price applies
discontinue CY price applies
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All Electronics $5.00 $10.00 $15.00
Motor Oil Free Free Free

Thermostats Free Free Free
Water and Oil Based Paints Free Free Free

All Tires 21" or smaller w/o rim (execpt bicycle) $8.00 $8.00 $10.00
All Tires 21" or greater w/o rim (execpt bicycle) $10.00 $10.00 $12.00

Bicycle tire w/o rim $5.00 $5.00 $6.00

Annual Transfer Station Stickers 
Resident 1st Vehicle (Annual) $25.00 $30.00 $45.00
Resident 2nd Vehicle (Annual) $7.00 $10.00 $25.00

Non-Resident $50.00 $60.00 $75.00

Trash Coupon
Single Garbage Bag Coupon (30 gallon bag) $4.00 $5.00 $7.00
Coupon Book - 10 punchcard for 30 gal. bag $35.00 $45.00 $65.00

discontinue, no ability to appropriately handle
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TO: Selectboard 
FROM: Rod Francis, Town Manager 
RE: 12-month extension to Casella Agreement
DATE: June 03, 2022 

Background 
The current agreement with Casella was originally for four years commencing in 2018. The agreement has provision for 
being extended two additional for 12-month terms. Town Manager Durfee took the option of extending the agreement 
to March 30, 2022, and we can extend the agreement for another 12 months.  

I appreciate the openness of Jim Toher of Casella to negotiate and seek ways to minimize the inevitable impact of rising 
costs on the fee structure. The proposed agreement has an addendum changing the method and frequency of food 
waste disposal. 

Recommendation 
Staff recommends that the board authorize the Town Manager to sign the agreement extension with the addendum 
(see attached). 

Suggested Motion 
That the Selectboard authorize the Town Manager to sign the 12-month extension to the agreement (including the food 
waste addendum) with Casella expiring March 30, 2023.  

with addendum
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Schedule A
2022 to 2023
Contractor Fees
Customer agrees to pay Contractor Fees for the Services as follows:

Roll-Off Transportation Services: Haul Charge:
MSW Transportation
Fee

$186.48/haul

Zero-Sort® Recycling Transportation Fee $233.29/haul
Heavy Metal Transportation Fee $233.29/haul
OCC $233.29/haul
C&D Haul Fee $233.29/haul
Glass Haul Fee $223.29/haul
Tire Haul Fee $233.29/haul
Food Waste Toter
Service

$19.77/Toter/Service

Disposal & Processing Services:
MSW Disposal Fee $131.78/ton
Zero-Sort® Recycling Processing Fee $138.53/ton less Monthly ACR (*see below)
OCC Processing Fee $41.05/ton with a 50% rebate based off New England

Midpoint
C&D Disposal Fee $143.85/ton
Glass Disposal Fee Per Customer Agreement w/ NRRA for disposal in Lebanon Landfill
Heavy Metal Rebate to Customer Market Rates; Provided/Paid Directly by

Evergreen Disposal
Tire Disposal Provided by Evergreen Disposal**
**Billed directly by third party vendor to Customer

Equipment Rental Services***:

40 Yard Container –
MSW

No Charge

30 Yard Container – Heavy Metal No Charge
40 Yard Enclosed Container – E-Waste No Charge
40 Yard Container - Zero-Sort® Recycling No Charge
40 Yard Container - OCC No Charge
*** Pricing is for Equipment that is currently on site, additional equipment will result in an additional
charge
     Customer owns three compactors (“Customer Equipment”). 

Overflow Container Services:
2 – 8 Yard Containers for Overflow $ 66.48/per lift

Customer Owned Boxes Transportation Services:
Adder to Haul Charges for Customer Owned Boxes $83.03

Emergency Service call-
in:
Adder to Haul Charges for each Box $117.21

See Addendum replacing this item
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Addendum to Service Agreement 
 

NOW COME the Town of Norwich with an address of 300 Main Street, Norwich, Vermont, 

05055, ("Customer") and Casella Waste Management, Inc., with an address of1544 Woodstock 

Road, White River Junction, Vermont, 05777 ("Contractor") (the “Parties”) and agree to amend 

the Service Agreement between the Parties, the term of which commenced on April 1, 2020 (the 

“Agreement”) as follows: 

 

1. The Term of the Agreement shall be extended through March 30, 2023. 

 

2. The Contractor Fees as set forth on Schedule A shall be revised to reflect that Food 

Waste shall no longer be serviced by toter but shall be serviced by 2 Yard container, the 

fees for which shall be $145.31 per lift, and $70 per ton.  This pricing shall take effect 

upon delivery of the 2 Yard container. 

 

3. All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 

 

 

Agreed to this __ day of June, 2022. 

 

Town of Norwich:    Casella Waste Management, Inc. 

 

By:____________________________ By:_________________________ 

Name:_________________________ Name:______________________ 

Title:___________________________ Title:________________________ 
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{d¿tu wLlService Agreement

This Service Agreement (the "Agreement") is made as of the date shown below between The
TOWN OF NORV/ICH, with an address of 300 Main Street, Norwich, VT 05055, ("Customer")
and CASELLA WASTE MANAGEMENT, INC,, with an address of,1544 Woodstock Road,
White River Junction, YT 05777 ("Contlactor").

Services. The Contractor will provide Customer with collection, transportation, disposal of
Waste Materials, and processing of Recyclable Matcrials, as defined in this Agreement and
including Schedule A hereto ("Scrviccs"). Contractor shall have the exclusive right to provide
sLlch Services for Customer for the Term of this Agreement. Adjustments in Services may be
mutually agreecl upon by the parties during the Term, provided that Contractor's exclusivity is
maintained.

Waste Materials. Waste Materials shall consist of municipal solid waste, including: garbage,
refuse, food waste, other discarded nraterial or waste, and including solid materials resulting from
the operation of residential, commercialor institutional establishments, and from community
activities. Waste Materials specifically exclude, and the Customer agrees not to deposit in
Equipment any asbestos, radioactive, volatile, corrosive, highly flammable, explosive,
biomedical, infectious, or hazardous materials as defined by applicable fèderal, state, or local
laws or regulations ("Excluded Waste"). Contractor shall acquire title to Vy'aste Materials when
loaded into Contractor's Equipment, except that title to and liability for Excluded lWaste shall
remain with the Customer.

Contractor's ßoui¡rment. The Equipment furnished by the Contractor shall remain the property
of the Contractor. Customer shall be responsible for loss or damage caused by theft or any
negligent use or abuse of Equipment. Customer agrees not to overload the Equipment by weight
or volume, or to alter the Equipment, and will take reasonable precautions to prevent others from
doing so. Customer agrees to use Equipment only for its intended purpose, and to provide
unobstructed access to equipment on Contractor service day(s). If Equipment is not accessible, or
is continuously overloaded by weight or volume, Contractor, in its discretion, may apply
additional charges to Customer's account. Customer is responsible for loss or injury resulting
from use and loading of Contractor or Customer Equipment, with the exception of loss or injury
to Contractor's employees that is not caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of
Customer, its employees, agents or subcontractors. Customer agrees to place Waste Materials
and Recyclable Materials in Equipment designated for the same and further described on
Schedule A.

Li¡bilitv/Indemnitv. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor agrees to
indemnify and hold Customer harmless from any and any and all claims, actions, suits,
proceedings, costs, expenses, fees, fines or penalties, damages and liabilities, including attorneys'
fees (collectively "Liability"), arising out of claims for personal injury or property damage (real
or personalproperty) caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of Contractor's employees,
agents, or subcontractors while performing Services on Customer's premises. Contractor's
liability under this section will be reduced proportionally to the extent that any act or omission of'
Customer, its employees, agents, or subcontractors contributed to such Liability.

IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY BE LIABLE FOR AN-Y INDIRECT,
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, OR OTHER DAMAGES
(INCLUDING WTTHOUT LIMITATION DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS,
PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOOD WILL, OR OTHER PECUNIARY
LOSS) ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT OR BE SUBJECT TO EQUITABLE
REMEDIES OR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF.

{00005088 I }
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lnsursnce: Contractor shall, at its own expense, provide and maintain during the term of this
Agreement, insurance as described below:

Workers Compensation insurance in amounts required by applicable state laws.

Comprehensive General Liability (excluding automobiles) covering bodily injury,
property damage, products liability, fire legal liability, and professional errors and

omissions liability in minimum amounls of $1,000,000 per occurrence.
Automobile Liability covering both bodily injury and properfy damage with a combined
minimum single limit of $1,000,000.
Excess Liabilify in the minimum amount of $5,000,000 each occurrence.

Contractor agl'ees to add Customer as an additional insured to its policies of insurance up to the

limits provided. Contractor shall provide Customer with a certificate of coverage upon request.

Term. The Term of this Agreement constitutes the first of the two one year extensions permitted
under the original  -year Service Contract expiring March 30,2021 . This one year extension
begins April 1, 2021 and ends March 30,2A22.If the adclitional year extension is usecl, its term
shall be from April 1,2022 through March 30,2023 and must be mutually agreed upon by the
pafties.

Termination.

For Cause: This Agreement may be terminated by either party in the event that the other party
has not performed any covenant or has otherwise breached any term of this Agreement (i) upon
receipt of written notice thereof if the nonperformance or breach is incapable of cure, or (ii) upon
the expiration of te¡r (10) days (or such additional cure period as the non-defaulting party may
authorize) after receipt of written notice thereof if the nonperformance or breach is capable of
cure and has not been cured.

Appropfiatioz; This Agreement may be terminated by the Customer upon fifteen (15) days
advance notice in the event the legislative body of the Customer fails to appropriate funding
necessary to make the payments for Services rendered under this Agreement.

In the event that Contractor tcrminatcs as spccified herein, Customer shall pay Contractor all
sums then due and owing and for all Services performed as provided herein.

Fecs ¡nd Pavqent. Contractor shall invoice Customer, and Customer agrees to pay the
Contractor Fees as soecifìed in Schedule A.

Invoices. All invoices shallbe due and payable (30) days from date of the invoice.Interest shall
accrue on all past due invoices at the rate of one and one-half percent ( I .5%) per month. ln the

event that collection action is necessary to collect sums due pursuant to this Contract, the
Customer shall be responsible for reimbursement of Contractor's costs of collection, including
attorneys' f'ees.

Pavement Damage. Customer is responsiblc for ensuring Customer's pavement and driving
surface can accommodate the Contractor's vehicles and equipment. Contractor shall not be

responsible for damage to Customer's pavemcnt or driving surface due to vehicle or Equipment
size and weight.

\ilaiver. Either Party's waiver of a default by the other does not constitute a waiver of future or

other defaults,

J
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Standard. The Services shall be provided in a workmanlike and timely manner, and in
accordance with industry standard and existing federal, state and local laws, rules, regulations and
ordinances applicable to the Services.

CONTRACTOR HEREBY DISCLAIMS AT{Y ANÐ ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING
WITHOUT LIMITATION, AIIY \üARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PTIRPOSE OR OTHER \üARRANTIES ARISING BY USAGE OF
TRADE OR COTJRSf, OF DEALINGS.

Indenendent Contractor. Contractor is an independent contractor, and the parties are not
partners orjoint venturers. Neither Party may bind the other to any agreement with anyone else.

Assisnment. Neither party may assign its rights or delegate or subcontract its duties under this
Agreement, in whole or in part, without the other parly's prior written consent, which shall not be
unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed, provided that Contractor may assign its rights and
delegate its duties to a parent company, affiliate, subsidiary or successor-in-interest without
consent of the Customer.

Notices. Unless otherwise set forth herein, all notices, requests and other communications under
this Agreement must be in writing, and delivered by e-mail, verified mailing or in hand as
follows:

F'or Customer: Town of Norwich
PO Box 376
Norwich, VT 05055

f'or Contractor: Casella Waste Management, Inc.
25 Greens Hill Lane
Rutland, VT 05701
Attn: Office of General Counsel

Miscellaneous. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Vermont, and any
dispute, claim or lawsuit filed by either party relating to this Agreement shall be brought
exclusively within the State or Federal Courts located in the State of Vermont. This Agreement
shall be binding on the successors and heirs of both parties. 'l'he parties agree that facsimile,
electronic, and PDF signatures shall be accepted for all purposes as an original.

IN \VITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been signed by the authorized representatives of
the parties on _-,20U.

TOWN OF NORWICH CASDLLA WASTE
IVIANAG ,INC.

By: t4 By:

N Á l" Name:

¡ \4ø.t{
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Schedule A

Contractor Fees

Customer agrees to pay Contractor Fees for the Services as follows:

Rol l-Off Transuortation Scryices:
MSW Transportation Fee

Zero-Soft(þ Recycling Transportation Fee

Heavy Metal Transportation Fee

OCC
C&D Haul Fee

Glass Haul Fee

Tire Haul Fee
Food Waste Toter Service

Disposal & Pr'qcçs.sing Services:
MSV/ Disposal Fee

Zero-Sofi@ Recycling Processing Fee

OCC Processing Fee

C&D Disposal Fee

Glass Disposal Fee

Heavy Metal Rebate to Customer
Tire Disposal
+*Billed directl, by lhird pcrty wndot lo Custo,nel

Overflow Container Servicesl
2 - 8 Yard Containers for Overflow

Customçr Owned Boxes'l'ranspol'tation Services:

Adder to Haul Charges for Customer Owned Boxes

Emergency Ssrvice cal l-in :

Adder to Haul Charges for each Box

D!sposal/Processin&Charge:
5123.67lton
$130/ton less Monthly ACR (*see below)
$38.52 ton with a 50Yo rebate based on New
England Mid-Point.
$ 13 5.00/ton
Per Customer Agreement w/ NRRA for disposal
in Lebanon Landfill**
Market Rates; Providcd/Paid Directly by Evergreerr Disposal

Provided by Evergreen Disposal**

$ 51.99/per lift

s77.92

$l r0.00

l-l¿ul Charse:
$ 175.O0/haul

$218.93lhaul
$218.93lhaul
$218.93lhaul
$218.93/haul
$218.93/haul
$218.93/haul
$ 18.55/Toter/Service

Ëquipment Rental Servicesl**:

40 Yard Container - MSW No Charge

30 Yard Container - Heavy Metal No Charge
40 Yard Enclosed Container - E-Waste No Charge

40 Yard Container - Zero-Sort@ Recycling No Charge
40 Yarcl Container - OCC No Charge
*** Pricing is tbr Equipment that is currently on sìte, additional equiprnent will rcsult in an additional charge

Customer owns three compactors {"Customer Ëquipment").

{ 00005088. r I
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Rate Escalator:

Contractor Fees are subject to increase upon written notice at any time due to increase in solid
waste collection and/or disposal or recycling processing costs imposed by third parties, or due to
the adoption or implementation of any fedetal, state, or local body or agency of a law, rule,
regulation, ordinance or order which results in the levying of a fee, tax or surcharge, or an

increase thereto, on or against the operations of Contractor being used in the performance of the
Service.s.

Fees for all Casella Services provided to the Town of Norwich will be adjusted on
each annual anniversary date of the Agreement, in accordance with the increase in the
cost-of-living as reported by the Consumer Price Index (CPI-U) Urban Consumers for the
Northeast Urban community over the previous year, but in no case shall the Fee increase
be less than2jYo.

Recvclins Services IZERQ-SORT@) i

Recycling Services provided pursuant to this Agreement shall consist of transportation
and processing of Acceptable Zero-Sort@ Recyclable Materials as defined herein, placed in
designated Compactor Equipment, and shall not source separated. The following are Acceptable
Zero-Sort@ Recyclable Materials: Containem #1 through #7 plastics, glass, tin, aluminum, paper
and cardboard, Unacceptable material includes window glass, rnirrors, light bulbs, dishes, Pyrex,
ceramics, fbam packaging Styrofoam, plastic bags, recyclables containing food waste, hazardous
material and universal waste.

*Recvclins Revenue Share and Pricins ACR Modsl:

ACR Formula: Contractor Fees for Recycling Services per ton are calculated using a formula
that includes the Average Commodity Revenue (ACR). The ACR is cletermined by the Contractor
on a monthly basis ("Monthly ACR"), taking into account the percentage of Recyclable Materials
by commodity and associating revenue for each commodity to create the ACR per ton for
Recyclable Materials. Monthly ACR fluctuates based on the market,

Customer Credit: Where the Monthly ACR exceeds the $130 per ton processing cost, Customer
shall receive a credit on account equal to 50% of the following: Monthly ACR less the $ 130 per
ton processing cost (the cost for Contractor to process Recyclable Materials to a clean product to
be sold to the market), per ton,

Customer Billing: Where the Monthly ACR is below the $130 per ton processing cost,
Customer shall not be due a Customer Credit, and shall be billed by the Contractor dollar for
dollar the net cost per ton for Recyclable Materials, based on Monthly ACR less the $130 per ton
processing fee, per ton.

{0000s088. I }
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Standard.. The Services shall be provided in a workmanlike and timely manner, and in 
.

accordance with industry standard and existing federal, state and local laws, rules, regulations and

ordinances applicable to the Services.

COI\IRACTOR HEREBY DISCLAIMS A¡TY AND ALL WARRANTIES INCLT'DING

WITEOUT LIMITAIION, ANY \pARRAnrrIEs ox' MERCHANTABILITY' FITNESS

tr'OR A PARTICUII\R PI}RPOSE OR OTHER WARRÄNTIES ARISINC BY USAGE OF

TRADE OR COT]RSE OF DEALINGS.

Inrlenen¡lent Contractor. Contractor is an independent contractor, and the parties are not

pattners 
"rjoim 

v€rturñ. Nrith"t Party may bínd the othor to any agreemcnt with anyone else.

Assisnment. Neither pårty may assign its rights or dclegate or subconlract its duties under this

Ãgreêment, ¡n whole àr iri putt" withãut thc ãther party'i priorrvritten coltsent, which shall not be

uñr.uronubly withheld, con¿itibneO or detayed, pioviãed ttrar Contractor may assign its rights and

delegate its ãúies to a parent compuny, amfut"' subsidiary or successor-in-interest without

consent of the Customer.

Notices. unless otherwise set forth herein, all notices, requests a1d gther communications under

iñìFgeement must be in writing, and delivered by e-mail, verified mailing or in hand as

follows:

For Customer: Town ofNorwich
PO Box 376
Norwich, VT 05055

Í'or Contrector: Casella rrtúaste Management, Inc.
25 Greens Hill l¿ne
Rutland, VT 05701

Attn: Office of Ceneral Counsel

Miscellaneous. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Vermont, and any

dlry-t"ñl.i* 
"r 

lawsult filed by eittrer pirty relatingto this Agreement shall be brought

exclusively within the State or Éederal iourts located in the Slatc of Vermonl. This Agreoment

shall be Oin¿ing on the successors and heirs of both parties. The parties agree that facsimile'

electronic, and-pnf signatures shall be accepted for all purposes as an original.

IN WITNESS \üHEREOF, this Agreement has been signed by the authorized representatives of
the parties on È¿r.l Y ,204..

TOlVlt ox'NoRwrcH CASELLA WASTE

N INC'

By: A

Name at"t/t--I,Á

J
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Physical Plant Needs Assessment Plan Process Discussion 

The purpose of this document is to assist the selectboard in framing a comprehensive review of the Towns physical plant focusing on Tracy 

Hall and Public Works facilities. The review will respond to known issues, current and future needs and feasibility of implementing existing 

policy commitments (e.g., Article 36 Taskforce). 

Task Outcome Start Complete 

Develop Approach & 

Goals 
• Operational Goals & Objectives Jun 22 July 13 

Approve RFQ/P 

Documents 
• Existing Conditions Assessment Tracy H

• HVAC upgrade Tracy H. & DPW

• Structural Conditions DPW

July 27 

Review Responses • Select consultants Aug 24 Aug 24 

Receive Final Reports Examine alternative scenarios for capital improvements (facilitated) 

➔ Can Tracy Hall be updated to serve future community and worker

needs?

➔ Can Tracy Hall be adapted to meet expectations around public access

and energy efficiency, OSHA?

➔ How do we meet regulatory standards, structural integrity standards and

energy efficiency expectations for DPW?

Sep 14 Sep 28 

Community Design 

Charrette Tracy H 

Engage public users (Boards/Commissions) public visitors (taxpayers), staff in 

guided process for establishing future scenarios for Tracy H 

Oct 12 Oct 26 

DPW structural 

Improvements 

Determine workplan to implement selected findings Oct 12 

Tracy H space 

improvement Community 

Outreach 

Stakeholder and Expert Outreach Nov 9 Dec 14 

Final Design Scenarios T 

Hall 

Community meeting, virtual tours of inspiring solutions, dedicated webpage as 

resource for discussions  

Jan 11 Mar 6 (ATM 

info 

meeting) 
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Possible Goals and Objectives 
These are some suggested goals and objectives to facilitate discussion 

• Ensure Tracy Hall is welcoming, easy-to-navigate, and accessible for all who work and use it  

 

• Building Required Repairs: Determine scope of improvements as it relates to resiliency (generators), sustainable stormwater 

management, deferred maintenance (paint, repointing of brick, windows)  

 

• Public space improvements: Consider how core public services can be improved, including programmatic and meeting spaces as 

well as adjacent outdoor and exterior spaces 

 

• General changes or refurbishments that would allow a more healthy, sustainable workplace responsive to digital adaptation  
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